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SCATTERING OF A SPHERICAL WAVE ON TRUNCATED R1VOLUTIOU POI)IES

Yu. A. Yerukhimovich

Summary

A scattering field is analyzed on truncated revolution bodies
formed by curves of the second order when they are irradiated from
one focus by a source of a spherical wave. The analysis uses the
method of curvilinear coordinates [1). The solution is obtained in
the distant zone, in approximation of physical optics. The system
of formulas describes the diagram of the scattering field in all
space, including the transitional zones between the regions of the
angles of the observation point.
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Int- duction

ublication [1] presents a method for solving diffraction problems

based on the introduction of a special system of curvilinear coordinates

associated with the physical features or the phase structure of the field.

In this case, the center of the emitted spherical wave and the obser-

vation point serve as the focal points for families of ellipsoids and

hyperboloids which form two systems of coordinate surfaces. The third

system of coordinate surfaces is half planes passing through a line

which connects the focus and the observation point. The integral

presentation of the diagram of the scattering field in this case

acquires the simplest appearance.

In order to obtain a strict solution, it is necessary to know the

exact quantity of the current which flows on both sides of the scattering

surface. Since this is usually an indepedent complicated task, differ-

ent approximate methods are used. This work has employed approximation

of the physical optics, or according to the terminology of [2), it has

assigned a "uniform" component of the current. By using the findings

and technique [2], the next step can be taken to compute the marginal

waves with regard for the "nonuniform" current component.

We will compute the diagram of the scattering field from the ideally
conducting infinitely thin revolution body whose surface is formed by

revolution of a curve of the second order

p = P:(I +Ecost) (1)

during its revolution around the axis z (fig. 1). Here c--eccentricity,

P0 =(l+c)f. The revolution body is limited by the plane z= -00'. The
phase center of the source is located in the focal point of the curve

of the second order, approaching its apex. The equations which link
among themselves the Cartesian (x,y,z), spherical (R,O,ý) and curvi-
linear coordinates (u, w, v) are presented in (1]. The mutual arrange-

ment of the curves in the section of the studied surface with plane

y=O is shown in fig. 2a. The boundary curves are characterized by the
values c=O (circle), e=1 (parabola) and c=- (straight line). The values

c<l define the family of ellipses; 6>1 defines the family of hyperbolas.
As the analysis made below shows, the obtained solution can be
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Figure 1.

extended to the case -where the source is located in the distant focus
of the curve. The changes that are needed in this case in the final
expressions are indicated in the appropriate places. Figure 2b gives
the mutual arrangement of th curves with the source in the distant

focal point.V We will obtain an explicit appearance of the equation for the
revolution body with curvilinear coordinates with arbitrary distance
between the observation point and the focal point 0'. It follows from

fig. 1: pcosý- -z, in relation to (1) this yields p=P0 +CZ.
Publication [1] has obtained the following correlations forarbitrary z and p: z-c[l+ch u cos w) coso-sh u sin u sin O] and p=

c(chu+cos w). By using the link between z and p by curve (l), we
obtain the following appearance of the equation which describes the

examined surfaces of the second order:

S• = --. (2) i

For the distant zone of the field, the studied body is always
located only in the second or third quadrants of the system of coordi-

nates zlO"h. In this case, in the initial relationships, the parameter
w should be replaced by 7r-w for the second quadrant and r+w for the
third [1]. The parameters u and w in the distant zone according to

the modulus are much smaller than 1. Accordingly, we replace in (2)

2
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Figure 2a.
/--straight line; 2--parabola;

"3-circle; 4--ellipses; 5--hyper-

'A bola /N

Figure 2b.
1--straight line; 2--hyperbolas; 3--
circle; 4--elliposes

the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions wý.th the first terms of
their exponential expansions, assuming also that w becomes w+w. The

terms of a higher order of smallness than the others are abandoned.
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As a result of the computations we obtain an equation of the studied

surfaces

F(u,wv) x-- 2t uwisin 0sin v+2i42- u'(t + %cos O)- w'(I-- cos 0),,-., (3)

by solving it in relation to u and w, we find:

u( +,cos)--twslnSslnv++ 0•o (1 +, SCos 6) -2 +( 0 ,-,'sin'. ti ' C V)- (4
+1"'2u'l+ (4)

w(I -tcos) = ausln0slnv::::

.± ). ,(I -- ,cos()- u,(I -- t' + ' sin' 6cos2 u)- (S)

The square root sign in (5) is changed in the transition through zero.

The root is made equal to zero at the point of contact of the coordi-

nate ellipsoid and the surface of the body. The sign before the root

is selected from the condition that w is negative in the second

quadrant of the coordinate system z 1 O"h and positive in the third

quadrant. The product wsin v always maintains the sign "plus".

The differential parameters of the task equal:

p != j=Iu( l t cos 0)-- s w sin 0 sin v) [w( -- cos E) -- u sin 0 sin v),

(6)

q It- u-wuwsinecosv]:1w(I- tcose)--tusinesinfl]. (7),

From (4)-(7) we find the necessary functional relationships:

K: uw u + g--112u0 11--ecosE)--u'l(1--+ ,'sin'20co4'v-

yW2 1." ý2CV
COS V w- (U -+- )

The quantities i , 2 -- values of the coordinates w with v= -

equal: (I- 0) -- The quantity 8 is

identical to the value w on the edge of the mnirror:

21j

20  - 2 (82 1+' Cos 't'o 4
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i.e., (8) is the equation for the edge in curvilinear coordinates.

The condition a•1,2 yields the value u on the edge of the mirror, in
the section of it with plane ymO. By solving the corresponding

quadratic equation, we find

0 ~cost 2
11 29)0• 1- 2' +, Coe*$

By using (8), we also obtain

sins .
2

The "plus" index corresponds to the upper point of the mirror edge,

the "minus" to the lower.

The integral presentations of the diagram of the scattering field

[1] for the given case has a different appearance depending on the

combinations of integration variables.

The variables uv:

-- So e- F" ,'o(u)udu, (1O)

where

(U)
I"2ug (I -, i os t) - us(I - 0'-+-is sins Iicost to)

Variables u,w:

E= PO -e-I•uo(u)udu, ( 1)

where

1-ew V.-.U 4€41" ) = -. bo.., u/dwl 2-o
14K!)

4uaHe e , 0-- 0.,t)2p e'kl 4/ t2-0 ,- 1; 7o
Here be', ) , -' -- uniform current component
on the surface of the mirror, i.e., 0=2[ n--0, E--unit vector of the

perpendicular to the surface of the mirror, H0 -- unpertur1ed value of
the vector of magnetic field intensity of the emitter on the surface
of the mirror;

Li_5
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"t, L. ill, + uToS,. " o, ;OS CS4 + JCO"Oi, ,-- - ' Esin,. ]
As the emitter we will examine a system made of elementary elec-

tric and magnetic dipoles with equal moments, oriented by the x-axis

(electric dipole) and the y-axis (magnetic dipole). This emitter is
equivalent to the .flare element of the horn emitter. The center of
the emitted spherical wave is coincident with the focal point 0'. In

this case

to- 2r (0, q)) - i-(t, Cosq + , sin 4r),

TO(, T) - r.(, T) (0 -Mcos), (0= 2) (12)
2rk e_ iT(1 -4 cosfl) sin tcost --1.0= 2T (i4, ) -e

-7 (cos't 4- sin" 'cos W)--k sin t, sin E ]; (13)

T0 (e,0)--"scalar" diagram of emitter. The vector components

perpendicular to the curve of the second order equal:

n, -- cosox, n,=f - sin ,cosx, n- i= sinx, tgxI 4ln

x--angle compiled by the tangent to the curve with axis z.

After simple but cumbersome computations we find:

I, 2T (q). 1) {Ilsin i cos' Z + sin' • sin (s + tI")i -

--sin s+ )- ' (14)
?T(cosp co s 2A (2•--) X

b, 2T (4, D)[(o + -.)cos(rcosA-(-(a)sin"

X cos 9 - Cos sin 0 sini4'} , (15)

- ( )[(I + s)siny cos' + (1-- sin (2
Yq 2 T2)

The formulas linking the curvilinear coordinates with the angles p and

Sare produced by (8) with replacement of B by w and by the expression

tgt f(w,- ul)cos4+ 2u.sin flslnvi.sin 4p + 2uwcnvcap (17)
[(. -- ul)cos I• + 2umsin q sin vicm% q, - 24:,cosvsln q)

Analysis shows that depending on the position of the observation

point in space, the structure of the scattered field changes. For

6
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convenience of the computations it is expedient to divide the space into

a number of regions linked to the geometry of the mirror and the posi-

tion of the observation point. Figures 3 and 4 show the division of
the space for curves of hyperbolic and elliptical types respectively.

In each of the isolated spaces, the section of the body surface with
Fresnel's zones has a different nature. The analytical presentation
of the field also differs.

Field in-Illuminated Region of ace

In this region, a coordinate ellipsoid is always found which
passes through the observation point and touches the surface of the
body at a certain point. The contact condition P-' 0,

AveFOR

A\~O7~ 0e ivparveL*~V \

Figure 3.
I--Marginal wave of edge; Il--Geometrical-optical
and two marginal waves; Ill--Two marginal waves;
IV--One marginal wave; V--One marginal wave; VI--
Two marginal waves; V II--Marginal wave of edge.

In addition, at the contact point the square root in the definition

of w becomes zero. From here we find

Ch~h i~- ±V~ ) 2a~ S(S'-i21, (18)02 --)+ U2 IF S ý_21 11 8>
t sA uk sin 1)

"tgwh -- ch u Qcos 1

The "plus" sign corresponds to the curves of the hyperbolic type, the

'1 7



"minus" to the ellintical. The value c=i is boundary. By expanding

the square root in (18) into a series and by limiting ourselves to the
first terms, we find the following ratio which is correct for all c:

a Cosn- I + +

S1-Mar inal wav ofede;(l-eoet)l

* 2
C j0

F;: waes VI-Mrgna wv of e dge.~ g

The scattering f 1 ied with lusb 1+ a sraeoftebdyi+ls

-( osf - P-A - + - U(

Ne WpeeaFigur ae 4.
I--Magina wav ofI6 ede Il-emercl

to a paraboloid), in the narrow region of angles e 0 must be analyzedseparately. This is associated with the fact that with small values

of the e anFgle, the entire surface of the mirror lies in limits of

one-two zones of Fresnel, therefore the contribution to the field

from each point of the surface of the mirror is significant. Analysiswith a =1 was made in publication r 8]. Accordingly, the case al-yuzsprwith 0-0 is excluded from the. examination. For all the other values

of the angle of the observation point, the obtained results are correct
with" z= as wellf Then from (8) and (19) for the contact point, we

obtain the following relationships:

8
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Figure 6.

tS . - -- L k si n-- =.

2 = +st I &I+ I- Cos 0
W • s # = ( '+ 1 ) C C O- - •

&6 + I -2t cos 0•

The angle 0' (fig. 5,6) i Figrnked to the angle of observation

by the correlation Sill (01---r) -,-12t'sin -- Q In the distant zone of

. the field, the difference between these angles is negligible.

tIt is easy to obtain from the geometry of the task, a link between
! the angles 0' and q,. This relationship looks lk

f 9



/tg -~~tg± (20)
2 ,+1 2

i.e., is identical to the expression obtained above for the contact

point. This identity characterizes the known property of the curves

of the second order which can be formulated as follows: if a wave

with spherical wave front is emitted from one focal point on the surface

formed bya curve of the second order, then after reflection from this
surface, a new wave is formed also with spherical front, but with center

in the second focal point (real for c<l or imaginary for e>l).

In order to write the integral presentation of the field diagram

we will examine figs. 5 and 6. The right side of fig. 5 and 6 shows

the pattern of curvilinear coordinates in the xz plane for curves of
hyperbolic and elliptical types respectively. On the left side,it is

the same in the xy plane. As is apparent from the figures, for values

of the parameter u which lie in the intervals Uk-U+ (hyperbolic curves)

or u+-uk (elliptical curves), the intersection line of the arbitrary

coordinate ellipsoid with the surface of the mirror is a closed curve.
Consequently, the Fresnel'zones in this case are ring-shaped. The

ellipse with the same value of u intersects the x-axis twice: above

the point of contact and below it. According to this, the interval

of change in the parameter w is a, where asw on the x-axis with

W>- wk, and a2 =w on the x-axis with wýwk.

On the remaining part of the mirror, the lines u=const are not

closed. The corresponding Fresnel zones are presented in the form of

bands which rest with their edges on the edge of the mirror. The

"interval of change in the parameter w with fixed u: a2-
The integral presentation of the field diagram is used in the

form of (11). In the first interval, the limits of change for u:

uk-U+, for w: In this case a• (j--cos0)=eusin0:kj (I-F (:aZ--u2).

In the second interval, u changes in the interval u_-u+; w--_,n the
interval a2 -0. As a consequence of the symmetry of the problem, we

will do the Integration for one half of the mirror (for example,

the right in fig. 5,6), then doubling the obtained result. We will

Sintroduce the normed variables of integration. In the integral corres-

ponding to the Fresnel zones in the form of rings, we assume: a)

curves of the hyperbolic type (e>1):

10
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b) Pelliptical type ( t<i). C )'

0) +,+ cos0)(I -c'+ g4)

× 1(1 + *2cosio) (, - .cosO)' ,21b)

We note that the transition from curves of theshyperboli2 type

to curves of the elliptical type in the obtained relationships is (I

made by mutual replacements of e.-l~l-c and a2,+3. Therefore,,

further analysis is only made for hyperbolic curves. in the integral

for the bands, we replace: *
"u= -u- + (U.- '4 '=(, + bi'); iv' =+ (l+C3 e•)z'..,

2u2)
100 X

- + 6 Co IOgc

- cos�Q ; ' %siin -V i-ost (-•b)

W sample poater of the m introdn fom d rdin ae in t y proeci

to samplespttr of the elpicaltroduedore odia s in the obtanedrectionshp is

Ion the xy plane is shown in fig. 7a,b. Now we can write: integral

U2,U2 -4- U2 U2 Lt ; --- 2 ( -a+ b t); a# a2 0'221Ac,, ' 2() i dt ; 4

20= -- 4-•• •"•' Vo '',, (). .

I + t CS O .

S ' ' . .. . : :" ;; ,• . . . . .. . " • • ' : -• ., ..... •..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S .. ., "- -V O._ ~ •.; ....- ,'•- e ./ " _: -- . ' . . . . . .. . .



ký

where

I d I

0 .X- d. xo

-X -an -=%Y' 2.kD sin O; VA As

"D -± P-s!n ;

L --conitributes t~o the field from ring-shaped Fresnel's zones,L--:
from the Fresnel zone in the form of bands.

V< With a value 0=0,, where t'-- + Itg-l-o, the area of the ring-2 - 2
shaped Fresnel zones is contracted *towards zero, and L becomea zero.

This circumstance determines the boundaries of action of .relationships

(24): 0 < e < er. The interval of 6pplicability of the obtained ,. .

formulas will further be presented in braces after the designation

of the field component, for example.: E•,(O-r).. We should now.

"compute the integrals included in (24). T.hn this ease it is .expedient

to limit ourselves' to terms on theorder" as compared to I, Since.

the correciness 'of the .. eerms of higher order of smallness cannot bo.
guaranteed by the initial approximat•io of the physical optics.

,Th,• nature f the. deuendeceof the integrals in (24) on the ."

large parameters of the task is determined by the functions t(s) and

.(.< therefore., one should first cl.arify the na.cure of the change
tn",these functions frcni the variables s and t..

We will clarify the nature of behavior of the function t(s) de-

pending on the variable s, It is simple to show that

'Csv= 2 F'_h .211

where

-. jl2= 1 sLsin'6 (-ccsO - 1) (1 + ECos •,) -(I -- I' + &'sin' S)ats-

-- 2 Va• (I-- 21.'), sin 0 V ('- -1) i)(cosO -- 1) ( + •cos l) + a~s']i- T.

It follows from here that 4,(s) is the function of the coAbination of

vari.bles s/a- This function can be expanded into an- exoonential

12
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The function b 0 , was written above in an explicit form [formulas

(15) and (16)] depending on the variables • and t. These variables

are associated with s by the correlations:

( ) (ul -+- w') + 2i4 AUrA --RslnCoos-- i u+ .) - ; Cos --- ,,

A= 0.•-2°

26

V
• ~B = •€ocos v

cos (2,-- q) = (A,-B,)c(sq.- 2AfJ*inq'

A' + B'

At the contact point (s-O) -k' By substituting these expressions
* into $(3) and by integrating for p,we find:

)(0) - - --- 2T(•q)I cos qp; -, - sinf .

2 o + 1 ~2&cost)~

Further,

as ag *O.T IS 0~4k 7 u~ 1 i; Ur Tg r

* Obo *, 8 Ou O Cos V+ +,_• o 0 ,o,
(at au s 11S a C Va Oo v is )1

But 0 ,o. The terms which are proportional to - L"
as 1'13S .0-

"-2 (ecos-- ;,)(I-- '), are also equal to zero. This

is associated with the nullification in this case of the integral for
the variable V.

By fulfilling the operations of differentiation, and by assuming
in the final expressions s=O, and by integrating for v, we find as a
result

2 _ Ott_ i)(L: C-o) ,4'(O) ... (,,+ I)co i-2 " 4-- +'•

S14

X [2 gT(, .(I ,COS •• ,,- 2T (€,t. q•)( -,) 0 0 + cos •)I.

S€14



The intermediate computations which are necessary to obtain the des-
cribed relationship are omitted here because of their elementary nature.

The derivatives of higher orders can be computed in a similar

manner. Further we should substitute (25) into the first integral (24).

The integrals for s are expressed through known functions, and each
subsequent result of integrating series (25) is an order smaller than

the previous. In that case where the "large" parameter of this integral

y, proportional to a 2 approaches zero (which occurs ,n the boundary of

the region with 0- r), all the terms in series (25) app•-r--ch zero,
except for the first. These features of the obtained expansion 4(s) show
that the greatest contribution to the field is made by the circle of

the contact point, and consequently, the expansion into a series near

this point is physically justified. In this case there is a possibility

of somewhat simplifying further calculations, taking into account that

the boundary line u=u+ between both integrals in (24) is comion, and the

values of the results of integration coincide on it. We will therefore

take each of the integrals in (24) once by parts. The values on the

line u-u+are mutually nullified. We obtain:

=4,+ E~r;"
E ,=! (D (0) e- .. e e'y"s ' D (s) ds; (26)

e - - e-'A'.M dt. (27)

Here E ro expresses the field in the "geometro-optical" sense, since

with --O in (26) the first term does not disappear and is precisely

equal to the "geometro-optical"field [4]. As will be shown below,

Ekpae corresponds in nature of the field to the "'narginal" waves.

Based on the obtained correlations, it is easy to compute the valuero
E ,ro After integration for s with regard for the equality

el~h ds I C (yI) + i S (YO)I'

I-I

where C(x) and S (x) -- corresponding Fresnel integrals [3], we obtain



-~~~~~ -, __ _ _ __ _

S""I

.I

(0 2. + ) %} (, +- E) e t4., + (28, e-") !(

where _

E, T2(I, Y) +-" I S)

In addition, -- ) •(1+I S(y,) (
Ei: 4m,- if, .) sin 0 (28a) c

Formula (28) shows that the geometro-optical v El whose ampli-
tude does not have a frequency relationship, can be viewed as the
first approximation. The amplitude of this wave repeats the nature of
the diagram of the emitter depending on the angles and The conpo-

nent E which has a frequency relationship is a correction for the
geometro-optical field. This correction is also linked to the contact

point. Its amplitude depends on the degree of nonsymmetry of the
emitter diagram for the angle *. The diagram of the emitter may also
be nonaxisymmetrical since until now this circumstance was not a re-

striction on the analysis. The correcting wave has the contact point
as its "source."

The quantity E6  characterizes the cross-polarization component
of the field which is also associated witt reflection of rays at

the contact point. This component has a frequency dependence and
becomes zero at 0=0 (as a consequence of symmetry of the mirror) and
with 0 =er (in light of the nullification of LI). With c-l (paraboloid)
the cross-correlation component is also missing (the current line does
not have a y-component).

To completely characterize the field in the region 0-r we should

also examine the component (27) since precisely this component must
"extinguish" the action of the geometro-optical wave on the boundary

of the region.
In a similar manner we first determine the explicit form of ýJw)i• , 2

We expand the function be *, into an exponential Taylor g2ries for z
near z=l (fig. 7, edge of mirror), after which we integrate the

16



obtained series for z. We find

~ ~r--tb(1 ) arc sin x, -;b~~n + .

Here in order to simplify the analysis, we introduced the restriction

that b-k, does not depend on z. This is equivalent to the hypothesis

that the diagram of the emitt r T(ý,y) is axisymmetrical, i.e., depends

only on the angle 1,. According to (17) we have on the edge of the

mirror:
:;~t , (I - 2 t3)slntfd-42tj/T-,=-• cus •-

(I - 20) cos 4p - 2t I,- P-- sinzo

; • e"-42")l• I- ( -- Bit + Bit +- i t Q 1 77---- el".

By substituting this definition of ý and ý--, into (15) and (16), we
obtain

bbKp (1)2T(to,~ f) Cos qaCosO o 0 O 80 - 1)sing 11 X

' CosO 0 1 (1 -- 0) + 212 si nO sin 40 + sin q sin 0sin jo211 1 2 +"""
+ .

-+S,~ 0 -0 i-- AS cos f 41 1 S it ( SI* - 212)+

2

b~(0)= 2T~t0 .1) {sin qT [s4~c~.0 ( ) si n2 81' 8t(112

L4.4(1- t) sin' ) -i(I - 20')cosq . (211)

Since

u,~~ ~ b~1 12 -b) 4-cOS
a,1 - ba "- .. I , -

then one car find the following term of the expansion 4Y(t) etc. in the
explicit form. The quantity x 0 that is included here equal.:

o ~~~~2T~ ~I'Iaa:F-W + -4:~ o2j 'X(:

Wtt

1" -(s•- 1)b; xo(O) =l: x0(I) 0O.
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Now (26) adopts the appearance

A I- c J-,V'* 7 b are sillrX -A

S-• are %in xb I

"! •x, ( b•£ ; P - . di.

It is sufficient to be limited only to the first term in the brackets.
The following terms of the expansion provide a correction for the

Snegigible order of smallness , of which we can be conv inced by direct
integration by parts. For similar conýiderations we should abandon

the term -!---arcsinx, (we recall that D/at must be fulfilled with
regard for the dependence of b8 , on *(t) and ((t), direct application
of this operator to bkP is unlawful). By differentiating, we also

j find
S. d s~sint o0( -T cm• i)) I A* |'• "- arcsn TS-- -- (a t--a ,(0

4
In this case,

A't J-4-b- + b')- a.,a- I b)
. A" =/•-+-•- [I -A(a,-+ 6b) - I' a[1 a+

SWith regard for what has been said, we obtain

e I e- - _

n • (31)

With y>>l, the terms of the required order are obtained when only the

first term is kept in b kp

2 T

where

b• ,=ecosO+cos O+io); bP = 1-. ,cos•*.

In the portion cf the region of the observation point angles, in

which the parameter y>>1 we obtain

p,,= e - si.q , T ( ,.,b 1 [A'I"W lq (a. b)--A" l.'•1(a,,b')

[1



Here d

- (~74+ bit) II -

We use the obvious correlations 7 ><

By substituting it into the original integral and by integrating for
t 13] we find

l(a. b)m ( 2U~) ( X~.)

This integral is expressed through the cylindrical functions from two
actual variables (Lommel functi.-n) U0 (c,x) and U1 (c,x)--first and
second order respectively (5]. These functions have been tabulated
and well studied [6,7]. We can write:U (C (C 2-'V-i-'•') L) ( ÷

l~a~)~ ~a(Ob~i'(2__________(32)

By using the asymptotic presentation of Lommel's functions in the form
given in [71, we obtain in our designations

ii~2(a 6).•- 2e {" ' .() +Ie''.•-÷/ X
--C --T+| S{-

For _ + F ,>)

f(a, 6), - T- + a)

b 1~y o+b b

Now for the unknown component of the field, we can write:
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ETte(O4 + a(+) (33)11i

where i
l,, .• • bZo, sin Q"d,,,;•.•

.i- 6"0•

;i+ f ,+b'

P+ -A'F -- A" `F .i

The phase multipliers in the first and second terms (33) show that
the "source" of the first wave should be considered the edge of the
mirror -D, since the coordinate ellipsoid which is determined by the
parameter u2 passes through it, while the "source" for the second wave
is the ed6e +D for a similar-reasoit. Thus, (33) characterizes the

known marginal waves in approximation of the physical optics. The
amplitudes of these waves, in contrast to other asymptotic methods,
are continuous everywhere and do not have peculiarities near caustic curve

surfaces. The nature of the change in the diagram of the field near
the special points is determined by the F functions. By using the

asymptotics of Fresnel's integrals with large values of the argument,
we obtain

-i7, ¥with I;

F( .-=- with Ia_->

- Accordingly, in that part of the examined region of angles of the

observation point where the indicated parameters are fairly great,
we have

t (34)

Below (see fig. 15) is the course for the actual and imaginary parts

of the F function and its asymptotic presentation for a certain critical
case. It is apparent from the figure that the narrow region of angles
8 which adjoin er is transitional. In this transitional region of
angles, the marginal wave changes the order of dependence on the large
parameter. The "flash" of the marginal wave that is observed in this

case partially "extinguishes" the geometrical-optical wave near the

20



boundary of the region. I
By uniting the obtained results, we can write for the scattered

field with O< o < e
I 2OTr(i%,, 4

, + -- r (. P) x <

. 11-1- I t (Cs - l)•* (S t)-+ I St (- ,

[,P!;,i +.. P0 - e 4+ PM+ e . (5

The cross-polarization component of the field provides expression
(28a). The complete field is obtained by adding to (35) the field of
the emitter. The scattered field is the sum of the geometrical-optical
wave and the two marginal waves. Althought the marginal waves which
are computed only for the uniform current component generally inac-
curately describe the actual picture of scattering, neverthless, in
the examined region of observation point angles in which a geometri-
cal-optical'field exists which is dominant in value, (35) apparently
yields a satisfactory approximation (naturally, for kD>>l). In the

direction of the boundary of the region (8=or)i it follows from (33)

Er (fi) -T (*o) 2c 4- +
ts+ i.... Cos(of

sin + L +l ,+ " M€)s tot e-1 kc 4+ e 4 1361•+71-ff-y C +COS. +I Cos€

It is obvious from here that the marginal wave extinguishes the geo-
metro-optical.

The obtained relationship (35) is incorrect near e-0 since when
the expression is derived for the marginal waves, it was assumed Y >i.

2With e close to zero, the marginal waves are transformed into toroidal
waves of the edge of the mirror which in this case is excited by the
source in-phase. To clarify the characteristics of the wave of the
edge in the integral presentation of the field diagram (31), all the
terms in b0 , have to be taken into account. The integrals obtained
in this case are known [3]. By omitting the intermediate computations
and by only entering those terms which are significant even with c-l,
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we can write the following expressions for the wave diagram which is
"emitted" by the mirror edge:

P04KHOK ((I. T ( ,o) sil T-1
1.*, [Io.\o - b2 2

A

"-I bJ, e- +- (37)

2 V V 2 V

"Er -) -. .•e , (38)

where d

L2 a 2

Here A0 (x) and Al(x) -- lambda-functions of Bessel [3]. In computing

the field near e-0, the marginal waves in (35) must be replaced by a

wave which is defined by expression (37). A similar component (38)

must be added to the cross-correlation component (28a). It charac-

terizes the action of the mirror edge. We note that with c-1, formula

(37) reflects the effect of amplification which is inherent to the

parabolic mirror.

In this case we obtain

E16rf " it (z - i T (ti.o) ýI
"•,•e - T p (39)

As already indicated, the case E=1, in light of its practical importance,

was analyzed separately.

We will now write formulas which determine the field diagram in the

remaining space. In light of the fact that the nature of the compu-

j | tations is similar to that already given, and in this area of space,

the field is only created by marginal waves which in the approximation

of physical optics can be viewed only as auxiliary material for appro-

ximate calculations, the calculation details are given in the appendix.

For the part of the illuminated region in space that is included

between the boundary of the geometrical-optical field (0= )r and

the line of the boundary of light and darkness (O=i-p 0 ), we find the
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following analytical presentation of the diagram of the scattered

field [formula (A.5)]:

EV ",e (0 r,'-- -Io} -aOo P(-) C i "j + e , (0)

where P() and P(+) are defined as already known functions.

In the middle part of the region where the arguments of both F

functions are fairly great, according to (34) we have + •-.

In this interval of angles, shading of one edge of the rnirror by

the other is possible. The changes that develop in this case in the

diagram of the field are not taken into account in the approximatio:..

of the physical optics. However, one can draw definite conclusions

from the results of a series of numerical calculations which are
9 presented below.

It is easy to verify that substitution of the values O=r in (40)

turns this formula into (36).

The obtained relationships (35), (37) and (40) completely charac-

terize the diagram of the scattered field in the adopted approximation

for the part of space illuminated by the sources. On the line of the

boundary of light and darkness we obtain: E6.0- -LEO+ -

Field in the Shaded Region of Space (A-oV0O 0<;).

In the shaded region, the characteristic division of the mirror

surface into Fresnel's zones has the appearance shown in fig. 8.

The line u=O intersects the surface of the scattering body. Part of

Fresnel's zones is ring-shaped, part has the appearance of a band. The

picture of Fresnel's zones on the surface of the body is similar to

the examined case 0< 0 < or. We therefore make an analysis in the

same way. The integral presentation of the scattered field is written

in the form
-- 4kPA + e2 (u) tdu + e-± (i) udu.

Here in T'0 (u) the limits of integration for v are constant: -i "

We will take the entered integrals once by parts. As shown in [1],

the field with u=O equals the field that is created by the emitter at

the observation point, but with the oDposite sign. The values of the
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Figure..

[•r.,

1:• . •,results for integration by parts for both integrals on the line u--u+

[:i are mutually nullified. The integral Dresentation of the diagram is

• ! written in the variables t and z which are introduced according to

!:!/".!formulas (22) with mutual replacements of a, and a2:

e - - -

e U o -. •• - E; (41)Fiue Co 8_..2

The replacement of ai and b2 is caused by the fact that the upper and

• alower edge of the mirror now fall in the third and second quadrants

'• ! of the coordinate system ho"zI respectively, and not in the secondwrte and third, as occurred in the illuminated region. The parameter

formuls (22)with-mtual-r+- pl acee+nts sin oa

z0 .• Y, (41)
loweraedge oft the mirrvor s no calclation s the thrdand srieodqadat

Efo. ,O EO;
of t e co rdin te'sste ho", 1 P -rs e t v l anx, dt + 0 is

0 ±E 0 ;

24
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It is easy to obtain sin x, cos xO, and conscquently " 1 Xi - arc

It follows from here Chat the final results can be written in the torm

of (33), but with a change in the sign in front of the formula:

r2-, ..'- +, I -,u -+ -T-
En$".{((-1')+r + } ?-aoP(-) P !-) e (43)

Formula (43) is inapplicable directly near the line of the shading
axis O=iT since the hypothesis y>>l is violated which is the basis for

its derivation. In this case we should act in the same way as in the

derivation of formula (37), i.e., take intod'consideration the main
terms b . By abandoning those terms iqhiicl, are not important with

0-., we find

2 J,'a L 0 2

Expression (44) characterizes the toroidal marginal wave of the

in-phase excited edge. The field amplitude of this wave is an order

higher than the amplitude of the normal marginal wave. Consequently,
in a strictly "backwards" direction, the field diagram has a maximumL
which is comparable, and in other cases, larger in size, than the

field .amplitude during emission "forwards." This is the so-called

Poisscin's loop in the field diagram.

Extension of the Solution Results to the Case of the Source Located 1
in the Distant Focus

The geometry of the problem and the employed coordinate systems

when the source is located in the distant focus 0' of the curve geineratri.

are shown in fig. 9 (as an example, the generatrix is taken in thlw

form of a hyperbola). The equation for the surface of the scattering

body in this case is described in the form

0P,=v :(I- --cos.,ý); PO i ,r , '• 1 (45)

The center of the cylindrical coordinate system is taken at the

point 0', the angle is counted from the z-axis. The parameter c
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Figure 9.

-eccentricity of the curve; f--distance betwe.en the 'Locus and the

nearest apex of the curve; F--disrance between the focus and the distant

apex of the curve. lie recall that the mutual arrangement of the curves

in this case is shown in fig. 2b. By comparing (1) and (45), we note

their identity with replacements of f-F, -. The angle ý' is the

angle at which the current point N of the body surface is visible from

the distant focus of the curve, at angle 0, the angle is elevated at
whic' the observation point M is visible from this focal point. The

•:i.angles and 0" are associated by the relationship

,• -- 1 -

AgV

Figure I0 presents the de~igurenatinsof th•."employed parameters of

elliptriit on he c curves with arnrengertet n f the source in one

iiof the foci. Comparisapex offthe t catuhvAe ; -e wdivieion: t f the body surface

einto Fresnel zones in bothr tases, both for the illuminated part of the

nspace (fti. 5 and i orreswondinf. big. 11) ad fcor the iha)dcd (fig. 8 and

i;icorre,ýpondlngly fi'g. 12) , shows their bjasic identity. .

[[!Taking into consideration 'that t~he 1isted'iact-or's are definitive

'; :in deriving formulas for the-field diagram, one can driaw the following

conclusion: all tiie relations•hips obtain~ed in the p~revious sections
maintain thenir mewning and transmit the f harc-eristics of the diagram

of the scattering field when the bo ody surface is irradiated from the

distant f ocus of the curve with the reptaceme alets:

i 26
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Figure 10. 1--Hyperbola; 2--Ellipse;
3--Asymptotes.

j I.-. F; e.--.--; P-8P; (46)

and with counting of the angles • and e from the distant focal. point

of the curve. We recall that the previously obtained formulas were

* 'written for curves of the hyperbolic type. In the transition to curves

of the elliptical type, as before, additional permutations should be

made in them:

V.+ a-Is a,,*a.

For economy of space, the corresponding finite expression, are not

written.

Certain Solution Results

"Analysis of the solution shows that in different regions of space,

the problem has different parameter characteristics. The quantities

y ,y/b and ya2  can be isolated as these parameters with "large" para-

meter of theproblem kP 0 . On the boundaries between the isolated
regions (0; r r-o 0 ;r) one of these parameters is nullified. The order
of the dependence of the field amplitude on the main large parameter

of the problem kP0 changes correspondingly. The boundary lines of the

regions correspond to the caustic curves of the field. At a sufficient

distance from the boundary lines, all the characteristic parameters

27-. ,-,.----.-;. - - .. -- I-'.
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Figure 13.
l--db; 2--marginal; 3--region

The obtained system of formulas makes it possible to compute the

scatterincý field in all the space, including the transitional regions,

in the framework of the adopted approximation of physical optics. The

formM I- uarantee a continual transition from one region of space to

anothe..

It i expedient tQ uge the main results of the work for approxi-

mate calculations of the scattering field from hyperbolic and ellip-

tical. auxi] ary mirrors used ia standard two-mirror antennas, as well

as to compute the radiation field from the main parabolic mirror.

CalcuL"tions of thle scattering field diagram were made for a number

of examples. In publication [4], the initial integrals were computed

by the methods of numerical integration. Figures 13 and 13 present

. te iagamof the scattering field which is computed from the

the-db 2dimaginal 3tscoregionit

Tderived formulas from the hyperbolic reflector. t compute th

analotous curves [4i shows that the genral nature onal curves is

roughly the same. The main difference aapears between the planes ETh

0) ano thel0 ). In the E plane, a dip appears in the diagram which

could be explained by the corresponding orientation of current elements

flowing on the edge of the mirror in this plane. For certain directions

in which the current vector is directed towards the observation point,

the current flowing perpendicularly to the edge "emits" weakly.
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FII
In publication [4), the diagrams in both planes are practically

the same, since the gap in the field in the plane E "is filled" by a

field .whoise order is 1/y. However, this "correction", to all appearances

E1%S

-Aor

o -- o argina---3--region

SdI Figure 14. 4
,l--db; 2--marginal; 3--region

36
32-

Figure 
15.
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Figure 16.
1--ellipse; 2--hyperbola.

lies beyond the limitis of accuracy which can be guaranteed by the

approximation of physical optics. Figures 13 and 34 also give different

components of the field which were computed separately from formulas

(28), (33), (37) and (40). This separation of the contribution of

each component makes it possible to orient oneself in the methods of

controlling undesirable radiation in the selected directions. These

same figures illustrate by the dotted line (in the region l1la) the

field from one, unshaded edge of the mirror. As is apparent, the

difference between the interference field of the "light" edge and the

shaded, as compared to the field of one "light" edge, is not great, and

may not be taken into consideration in practical orienting calculations.

One can draw the conclusion from here that although in the approximation

of physical optics in the field,rays are present which "puncture" the

mirror metal, their amplitude is significantly lower than tne amplitude

of the actually "shining" edge.Iya\

Figure 15 presents the nature cf the change in the furction b

for the examined example. The dotted line shows the value of the

analog of this function of the quantity , , which follows from the

method of the stationary phase. With
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Figure 16 presents examples of computing the field diagram for

a number of specific values of parameters c and kDW It is apparent

that the "conjugated" ellipse and hyperbola (rt.--l) have practically
the same scattering diagrams.

"Conclus ions
A system of formulas has been obtained which makes it possible

in the approximation of physical optics to find at any point in space
the characteristics of the scattering field of a spherical wave on
finite revolution bodies formed by curves of the second order. The
found solution can be used to make the next step in computing the
nonuniform component of the current.

The analysis made shows the effectiveness of the method of
physical coordinates in solving scattering problems.

The results of the work may be used in different areas of antenna
engineering, for example, in computing the scattering field from mirror
antennas or re-emitters of the appropriate shape.

Appendix 1.
We will clarify the nature of the relationships that determine the

field in the region of angles 6r<- 1 iff- In this region, there are
no rays that are reflected from the mirror according to the laws of
geometric optics. The integral presentation of the field is written
in the variables u and v. Expression (10)with replacemert of u and v
by normed variables t and r (fig. 7b) according to the formulas

S• ,,,~~~,I= j,1. + 1( 1, 2 -,.) 11v-.T + .I)- ,
+2 12

adopts the appearance

I2

,, IV -e e + e-" t q (t) MI.

where

r(t) = arc sintfo(t) 1 -'I-t21; sin t(t) -castqt),

I a+ btlkq(t) 3- sin -0 + - l+. ,I .T.• '

6!
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We assume . -k(ijsin•I()T, then

b•t •tt bI __ ,t!•.

0 (A.2)

Similarily to the analysis given above, we expand b into a

Taylor series for the exponents y near the edge of the mirror !y - klt),, in"-

It follows from the previously obtained correlations

"- (t)0 - , --.-) to M -4 -

After integration for y we determine

q!t) - _ _I bKP [arc sin k (t) sin () -

Oh•,L, I -1'" Q--k2 (t)sin" T)--k(t)(1--cos +)I- .
-it- -• Ip

The numerical presentation for q(t) should be substituted in the

original integral. It is easy to be convinced that the second term

of the expansion already yields quantities of a negligible order of

smallness. By integrating the remaining expression once by parts we

obtain

+ e (A.3)

E . - (t) Y" [arc sin k (t) sin (t)-

-- arc sin },(t)ldt + 0( •

By differentiation we find:

Sarc sink(t)sin (t) t b -

&(a 1- bil) (0, ± b't') I+-•--

- - arc sin (1) - sini bill ( + 1"

In addition,
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b- i b, *bit) a + bit a , bi.

I'Ij(1 t" b) -- I ",, -6 b

A-sa -a +-A-

.... •,+ --r at(a1 - b)

By substituting these correlations into (A.3) we arrive at integrals
which coincide in form with those previously computed [see (32) and

so forth]. One can therefore immediately write the result of inte-
gration. Since y>>l always in the examined case, then, by using the
asymptotics of the Lommel function, we find

j 1-Ik•. + 1-4{ ,sn

a - ( (A.4)

I sill B, sin (
+e 1-~4 1 .

01a-b Ia+6 ~

I

Passing in this expression from the letter designations to the
corresponding functions of the angles, after simple comDutations we
obtain

0.OO P()e 4 + P +)e

(A.5)

which is identical to (33) with accuracy to the sign.

Consequently, the marginal waves in the region of angles O<e<r
are described by the same analytical relationship. In this case

.. - - co "--' F (s--(- -h.••

P(+) e( - cos -sin ' • [COS 2l 2

3
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BROAD-DIRECTIONAL LENS ANTENNAS MADE OF AN INHOMOGENEOUS
"DIELECTRIC

Ye. G. Zelkin and R. A. PetrovaI Surnmlary

Broad-diEýWonal lens antennas ate examined with refractionindex n(R,ý)= - - and broad-directional lens antennas that are com-puted with the Relp of the conformal transform 1rethod.

A calculation is made of the refraction index and the beamtrajectory index in these lenses.
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Introduction
In many practical cases it is necessary to produce an antenna d

with a broad beam pattern, for uxample, in a sector over 1800. Develop-

ment of antennas with these broad patte~rns pre:sents great difficulties.

It is sufficient to say that the open end of the wave guide radiates

only in the 120-130° sector. In order to expand the pattern, we have

to resort to special measures, for examole, the use of dielectric inserts

in the wave guide which is constricted on the end. However, all the

known nethods of expanding the pattern generally impair the wide-band
nature of the antenna.

The use of lens antennas made of an inhomogeneous dielectric isH a very promising trend in the development of broad-directional antennas.

They have a number of advantages. The chief ones are: operation in

a broad band of frequencies and preservation of the polarization pro-

perties of the" antenna emitter.

It should be noted that a broad-directional pattern can be obtained

with the help of lenses made of an inhomogeneous dielectric with the

most diverse laws for the change in the refraction index inside -,f them. ]
This work examines several lenses made of inhomogeneous dielectric

with a broad beam pattern (to 3600). It calculates the refraction

indices of these lenses, as well as the trajectories of the beams

passing in them.

It is common knowledge that the initial equation to compute the

lens by the method of geometric optics is the eikonal equation

•- , ( V ~L)2 ' !

•i where n--the function of three variables inageneral case.

It is a very complicated task to find the solution to this

equation in a general form which satisfies the condition of obtaining

a broad beam pattern.

We will examine below a simplified task when the refraction

index in the lens changes according to the law'(/•,,•)---• This law for
R

the change in the refraction index makes it possible to separate the
variables in equation (1), and to determine the unknown function n(ý).

The method of conformal transforms provides broad potentialities
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for computing the broad-directional lenses. There are known lenses

in the literature that are made of an inhomogeneous dielectric whfch

focus rays into parallel beam (lenses of Mikaelyan, Maxwell, Lyureberg

et al.). The refraction indices, beam trajectories, wave front and

other characteristics have been comDuted for these lenses. All the rays

which emerge from the lenses indicated above are perpendicular to the

aperture plane.' In the case of a broad-directional lens, the aperture

must not be flat, but have the shape of a sphere, while the rays must

emerge from it not in a parallel but in a spherically diverging bundle

which is perpendicular to the aperture surface. 1 Thus, in order to

obtain a broad-directional pattern, one can conformally depict a lens

with flat aperture which focuses the rays into a parallel beam, into

a lens with aperture which has the shape of a sphere. The main pro-

perties of the conformal depiction: preservation of the angles and

constancy of the strains will guarantee transformation of the flat

aperture into a spherical one, and the parallel beam of rays into

a spherically diverging beaffi.

Calculation of Lens Parameters with Refraction Index

(R, q.) R

Calculation of the refraction index. We will examine a cylindrical

lens with refraction index n(R,•)---2 where R and ý--polar coordi-

nates. Since in cylindrical lenses, all the beams lie in the plane

z=const, then for simplicity we will examine the course of the beams

in the plane z=O.

In our case, the eikonal equation in coordinate writing has the J

following appearance:

O R I R 2 0 R
/' J,! 2 k (1

or _ nt(N.). (2a)
OR

*In turtter calculation of the lens we will assume that it has a phase
center which coincides with the geometric center of the sphere. This
condition for guaranteeing a broad beam pattern is sufficient, but is
not necessary in the general case
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We will look for the solution in the form

L = f(R) h (w), (3)

then

SAR/-j" (R) + il (q:) - n2 A•.()+=

Equation (4)R ]is (•(~s=natisfieda•• 'r.} on .the condition()':!• ..+]

Vwhere al--random constant of separation of the variables.

From here .'.

i" ())

where a--integration constant:

By substituting expressions (6) and (7) into (3), we have

L =S /Fh2 -() - of a qd + a, 1InR + a. (8)

One can apply to equation (8) the study method presented in boqk [1).

After differentiating the complete integral for a,, and after 'quating
the result to the constant 01, we obtain an equation for the family

of rays which depend on the two constants a 1 and 81:

In R =at... L . d •-1, 9

1 n, (v -'al

We have obtainer an integrated equation in relation to the unknown
function n(ý). The constant 81 is defined from the boundary condi-

tions, while a, is the ray parameter: for each ray, the parameter a,

is a constant quantity, however, its value changes from ray to ray.

We will determine the constant R. For this purpose, we will

find the quation of rays which emerge front point A (fig. 1), whose

3
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• Figure 1.

coordinates:

We will secure the lower limit of the indefinite integral in

expression (9) after using the boundary conditions (10):

MnR- ()
VA

from which it follows that 8l=ln d.

We will now find the limits for change in a For this purpose,

we will differentiate equation (11) for @:

(nR) a,(12)

from which

d(13)
dR a,

As is known R-J=d tg2,

where a--angle between the radius-ve.:tor and tangent to the beam (fig.1).

"We will examine the rays emerging from point A at angles 2
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tgaA=w corresponds to the extreme ray which emerges vertically up-
wards •' T, while tgaA=O corresponds to the central ray (ýI=0).

Consequently, the parameter a1 which changes in limits n (0)> a, > 0

corresponds to the rays lying in the sector 0 < €i <

We require that all the rays which emerge from point A and which

are defined by the values a1 in the indicated limits, emerge from the

lense at points Bn which lie on the circumference of radius R=b. Then

S.a~dq b ... (14)
d

'VA n()- a1

Equation (14) can be solved in relation to n(ý) if the value n is

assigned at some point. We will designate:
d•

n 2-(q)) - = u , • -- J , a2• h .(l )
du'

With _p=o u=n2(O)=U.

Since we require that all the rays emerge at points Bn perpendi-

cularly to circumference R=b, then on this circumference tga=0, and

consequently, with

TBq' UB (TB. (16)

In the new designations, equation (14) looks like

*l•du - lnbo (17)

b
where b 0 = •, while h changes in limits of 0 < h< u 0 . We obtained an

Abel type equation, which, as is knownhas the solution

d jvlth en'~~duJ h'Isz-s*)

but since , then

A dh _ (19)

A U
U, (' - 4o



Inbl
where A

After taking the integral in the right side, we obtain j
(p A Aln . .. A- . .. . (20)

2 1/u -:: -ju 2u.- u

By solving (2) in relation to u, after certain transforms we obtain

U - i, (21)

bt n u-n while uO=n 2 (O), then the final expression for the
refraction index

((O - (22)
Ch 5-

2A

We see that the refraction index on the lens aperture depends

on the selection of n(O), as well as on the arrangement of the focus

in the lens. It is assigned by the quantity d. The dependence of
the refraction index on the lens boundary, i.e., with R=b, on the

selected parameters n(0) and d is presented in the table below. It

does not present the absolute values of the refraction indices, but

the ratios of the refraction indices with different * to n(O). The

calculations were rtJe for d=O.1 and 0.2b.

It is apparent from the table that the greatest value of the
refraction index is with ý=O. With an increase in €, the refraction

index diminishes,as the change is larger the greater the quantity d,
i.e., the further the focus is located from the center of the circle

which is the lens aperture.

TABLE
"• ~n(•)

d in relative Values of relative quantity -C-- with different
units

O.1b 1 0:94 0.79 0,61 0, C 0.33 0.23
0.2b 1 0 88 0o64 0,41 0,26 0,15 0,1

The complete refraction index in the lens can be expressed by
taking into consideration (22):
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n (w,, R() • . . .o ..R c .. _n•_(23)t

b
21n --d

Calculation of the ray trajectories. In order to find the ray

trajectories, it is necessary to substitute expression (22) into

formula (11) and to compute the obtained integral:

In a _d _ _ (24)d JI
0

K ~ch-
2A1

We will replace the variables: x=shk4, k TA and no ,0)

then, equation (24) adopts the appearance
Ar sh x

In R dx (25)

The right side of expression (25) is the tabular integral [2].

By solving it, we obtain

R I s ArshxIn d aresin ky i- (26)

from here, RII Sr. (0) 2' dn•
= i [ sin (27)

Formula (27) determines the link between • and R with the selected

values of d and n(O). By assigning the parameter a in limits from

n(O) to 0, we will obtain the trajectories of the rays which emerge

from the focus at angles ýj from 0 to 90*.

The traject-'-. fo- e rays for the two cases where d=O.1 and

0.3b are presented in fig. 2 which only depicts the upper half of the

lens. The entire lens in this case has the appearance of a sphere

with removed middle, where tle emitter can be placed.

With d=O.lb, we are r- , limited to constructing the rays that

emerge from the focus at angles from ý1=00 to 740 [in this case, the

parameter a, changed from n(O) to 0.23 n(0)]. The outer ray (•=74*)

emerges from the lens perpendicularly to the aperture at angle =180*.
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With d=0.2b, a ray emerges from the lens at angle 0=180*. It

travels from the focus at angle 0i=71'. This corresponds to the value
a1 which equals 0.1 n(O).

Depending on the selection of values n(0), one can obtain beam

patterns of varying width. With d=0.1b, for example, the refraction

index on the lens aperture changes from n(0) to 0.23 n(0) with * =n

This means, that with n(0)=4.3, we can create radiation in the 3600

sector. With a value of n(0)=1.6, with the same d=0.1b, the emitter

ray emerges from the focus at an angle of ýI=52o.

Lens Calculation by the Method of Conformal Transform

telection of the parameters of the transforming function. We

will first examine the known lenses of Maxwell and Mikaelyan [1] as

the initial lenses. In the Maxwell lens, the refraction index depends

only on the radius of the lens, while it. the Mikaelyan lens it

depends on one coordinate y. If we examine both lenses in the Cartesian

coordinate system, then the aperture of both lenses will be a plane

perpendicular to the x-axis and intersecting it at point x=O.

We will examine the pattern of rays in one Dlane, for example,

z=0. All the rays in the indicated lenses intersect the y-axis at a

right angle. In order to obtain a broad-directional lens, the rays

must intersect the circle at a right angle, consequently, this lens

can be produced if the y-axis is conformally transformed into a circle.

We will use the linear-fractional function as the transforming
function
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where u it[ +i3]. ZT-x+i. , while usr ,ti , x and y--resbcctively the coordi-

nates of the broad-dsrectional and transformable lens. For simplicity,

yib

idxeulone alof the oficetsroreample, kine be assumedwl toreqansform

thi apert].Ture itpathof aillustration is assigned by thre coefficients
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simplicity that the quantity b=l. In order to find the coefficients 1,

ma and n, we substitute the values W and the values of Z corresponding

to them into formula (28):
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From which, after certain transforms, we obtvin the values for all three
coefficients

1-u, (3C)rn~ -

After substituting the obtained values for the coefficients into

formula (28), and after separating the real and imaginary parts, we

obtain an expression for x and y throughithe coordinates a and a:

= D,, +(31)
(+ 0+)'- '1

2A P
2A 6 (32)S= [ + Q)t + , '

where A=- I-•at

It is easy to see from formula (31) that the y-axis, which the

rays in the Mikaelyan lens are perpendicular to, becomes a circle
which is described by the equation ct2+82  1. This was also required

in the statement of the problem.
fraction index and trajectories of rays in a broad-directional

lens of the Mikaelyan lens type.. It is common knowledge [1] that in
a Mikaelyan lens of single radius, the refraction coefficient only
depends on one coordinate y:

n (y) n (- ) (33)
ch~

2

In order to guarantee invariance in the optical path, the refraction

index in the new lens must be transformed according to the formula:

N =.I -,(34)

where n(a,S) can be obtained from formula (33) after replacement of
dWy through the new coordinates according to (32), and 1jW' 1 - IzI-

modulus of derivative from analytical function W(z). By using
expressions (28), (30), (31) and (32), we find

21AI (35)
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Conscqucntly, the final expression for the refraction index in the
broad-directional lens for a Mikaelyan type lens:

2 ,it I , o (31a•)
A' 2, 0. ~ Aj~zO

1(01- Q) - P2i chl

Formula (34a) miakes it possible to compute the refraction indices in

a broad-directional lens.
The ray trajectories in the Mikaelyan lens of a single radius are

described by the equation
cos- (36)

2 2/ ;N iT-;r

where a,--parameter which is constant for each ray and changes from ray

to ray. For any ray in a bundle 0 < *I! j the parameter a, satisfies

the condition 0 < a, < n(O).

After substituting, instead of x and y, expressions (31) and (32),

we obtain an expression which determines the ray trajectories in a
broad-diretctional lens:

cos 1 GA -- - =, sh _ _ - -- (37)

2 [(I+ )t)-+ j nI, o)-u- jj -. !- -

The focus of the Mikaelyan lens z, which has ýýoordinates x,= -1,

yo.:O, according to the formulas for transformation of the coordinates,
becomes point wo with coordinates:

i + 0. (38)

Formula (38) shows that the position of the focus in the transformed

lens is only determined by the position of the extreme rays in the

lens. In a particular case, where the sector of the rays equals ±90*,
the lens focus coincides with the geometric center of the circle.

A lens with sector ±120* was examined as an example. For it,

i= -0.5, $1=0.866, A= -0.577. In this lens, the focus is located

at the point with coordinates s.0, a -0.27. The lines of equal

refraction indices (dotted line) and ray trajectories in the lens

(solid) are depicted ir. fig. 4.
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W.:e examined above the transform of -a +-iaelyan lens of single
riadius ill a broad-directional les, also of single radius, and it was
hypothesized that the refraction coefficient equalled 1 with y-*1. One
can examine a more general case where the lens size equals b, while
n(y)-l with a certain y=a. The aperture of this lens equals 2a, and the
quantity a is associated with the refraction coefficient n(0) by the

correlation

a -- arch n (0), (39)
A

The coordinate transform formulas in this case look like

aA (cz,4- irbI) 2@PA (40)

The refraction coefficients

aNA ((41)
+' a-b)' + 011

The trajectories of the rays are described by the equation

aaA a2 -± PI al a____- Sncos .Sh (42)
2 b (a +b)2 + PS F- (a + b)'+ ' (

2i

Ilf n'

Figure 4.

Refraction Coefficient and Trajectories of Rays in Broad-

Directional Lens of the Maxwell Lens Type. We will now examine the
Maxwell lens, for example, of single radius and will transform it
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into a broad-directional lens also of a single radius. This transform
is reduced to the previously examined transform of the Mikaelyan lens

with aperture equal to 2, and the refraction coefficient equal to 1

with y=fl, and consequently, the transform coefficients, coordinates

x and y, and the modulus of the derivative W(z) are reflected corres-

pondingly by formulas (30), (31), (32) and (35).

In a Maxwell lens of single radius, the refraction coefficient

n (x, y) n (0) (43)

while in the broad-directional, obtained on the basis of this lens,

corresp6ndingly

N(, )--•~ no (44)
1(] -6- u)2 -I' PI (I +- A2) - 40 A'

It is easy to show that the lines of equal values for the
refraction coefficients N(a,8)=const are circles with center that is

shifted in relation to the beginning of the coordinates. These circles

are determined by the expression

2A,_+ _ (2A-!C- 1,j t)

P ++ P --- -2 0, (45)
As+I C (A+ 1)

where 6=1+Q, a C== NO. P)
n (0)

The center of these circles is located at the point with
coordinates:

°-0 o. (16)

while the radii of the circles

, Ro= ' A2._ 1 .,I . (47)
H~~R As+ -11

The lens focus is located, as before, at the point with coordi-
nates :

"1 IC L: 1 P'8
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The trajectories of the rays in the Maxwell lens of single

radius are described by the equation

x' +F y" + 2yctg) - I, (1,)

where y--angle of emergence of the ray from the lens focus.

After substituting expressions (31) and (32) into formula (48),

we obtain a formula to compute the trajectories of the rays in a broad-

directional lens:

A' (a's +- W •• 1)--. 40 A2 4Af•ctg _'

I(I+ Q)2 + 212 - )

After transforming this formula, it is easy to be convinced that

the trajectories of the rays have the shape of circles which depend

on the y parameter:

( 2. 1 2A ctga, + L - 21, -_ -.. - ,- 2..v _t + 1 0.- 0 9(. a
AA

with centers at the points with coordinates:

A2+I 2Actg (30)
aj 0 A- ý1' $00 A- -501

and radii
2,4

..-* -- !) ,) 1

As an example, the lens with radiation sector ±120' was computed.

The lines of equal refraction coefficients (dotted lines) and the

trajectories of the rays in this lens (solid line) are presented in

fig. 5.

Calculation of a broad-directional lens according to the type

of isotropic emitter. The method of conformal transformation makes it

possible to obtain broad-directional lenses not only based on the

known lenses, but also quite new ones.
As an example, we will examine a broad-directional lens which

was obtained based on an isotropic emitter illustrated in fig. 6.

It is assumed here that the hypothetical isotropic emitter (fig. 6a)

is located in the center of a spherical lens made of a uniform

49
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Figure 5..I

dielectric or nonuniform dielectric, but with refraction index that

changes only for the radius.

As before, we will examine the pattern of distribution for the

refactoncoefficients and the -ray trajectories in the Z=O plane.

4We will conformally depict the right semiicircle with outer rays-at

points with coordinates x=O and y=±l into a broader spectrum with
outer rays at the points with coordinates +i- (fig. 6b). The

unknown piecewise-linear-func~tion for this transform has the coeffi-

cients:

and is written as follows:

H R-I- (53)

where I +' .
By separating the actual and the imaginary parts, we obtain

expressions for x and y through the new coordinates a and o:

(I -kI?-,) fl (n! 1) A

Pof --./) (5
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If we assume .that the refraction coefficient in the original lens

has a constant value n(O), then we can find the refraction coefficient

in a broad directional lens, after preliminarily determining the

nodulus of the derivative W(z), For this transform

-~(Bx± I)+ 1P Y (56

where x and y are determined by formulas (54) and (55). The final

expression for the refraction coefficient

_ _ 01 -__ B)_ B(_ --_ _ ) " (57)

The point of location of the emitter whose coordinates are x=O, y=0

in the transformed lens becomes the point with coordinates a

In the original lens, the ray trajectories are segments of

straight lines:

xfg y, (58)

where y is the angle of the ray emergence.
In the new lens, the ray trajectories are circles described by

the equation
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with £±'2-l ±/-+)± + + =0, (59)

with centers at the points

•+ B (I. -) ,) 1o V . . .(o
2B 2B (0

and radii

The ray trajectories (solid line) and the refraction coefficients

(dotted line) that were obtained for a lens with outer rays at points

K.a l=-0.5 and ai=0.866 (sector ±120') and with coefficient n(O)=1.73,

are presented in fig. 7.

This calculation' was made for an isotropic emitter located in a

uniform medium, however similar calculations can be made for the

original lens with refraction coefficient that changes with the radius

according to any law.
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MODELING BEAM PATTERNS OF LINEAR ANTENNAS

K. S. Shcheglov

SmiiwiarY

A method is examined for mathematical modeling on a computer
of the beam patterns of antennas based on the use of Kotel'nikov's
theorem. The values of the patterns for a number of reference
directions are used for complete analysis of the properties of the
pattern, including directive gain and scattering coefficient.

The examined algorithm is applied to computing antennas by
the method of statistical tests (Monte Carlo method) which con-
sists of modeling random patterns.
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Introduction '1

Difficulties in analytical examination of beam patterns of

antennas with complicated amrnlitude-phase distributions in the aperture

have led to the need for development of special methods of study. They

include, on the one hand, the methods of graphic modeling of the

patterns using different types of analog devices and plans equivalent

to the antenna [1]. On the other hand, the development of computer

equipment has afforded broad possibilities of using the methods of

mathematical modeling of antenna patterns (2,3]. As compared to the

methods of the first group, these methods reduce to a minimum the

loss of time and resources with considerably greater accuracy of the

re-ults.

Pattern modeling is especially important in studying antennas

with random distributions in the aperture caused by errors in fabri-

cation or which are especially assigned. The statistical theory of

these antennnas [4] makes it possible to define the characteristics

for the main pattern parameters only in a statistical sense. Only

the class of normal errors is subject to detailed analysis. These

characteristics determine the properties of the pattern in a group
of single-type antennas.

It is important to directly calculate the individual realiza-

tions of random patterns and to make a subsequent statistical study

of the parameters of the pattern group. These tasks are solved in

the framework of the method of statistical tests, the Monte Carlo
method [51 which has become popular with the development of computer

equipment. In the most general form, the Monte Carlo method consists

of solving different problems of computer mathematics by constructing

a random process for each case with parameters which are equal to the

unknown quantities of this problem. As applied to computing antennas,

this means that a number of random realizations are obtained on the

computer for distribution in the aperture with required statistical

properties and the patterns corresponding to them are defined.

Based on a number of reai.'zations of random patterns, the proba-

bility estimates of their parameters are determined, including those

such as coefficients of scattering which are difficult to obtain by
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other methods. In this case the law of distribution of errors can be
arbitrary.

The method examined below can be applied to problems of heuristic

calculation of antennas. In this case, the modeling method is used

to select the most successful random distributions of discrete emitters

(or their amplitudes) which yield satisfactory patterns. A further

task in this case is accurate fulfillment of the found random function
for the arrangement of the elements (distribution of ampl.itudes). 3

We note in conclusion that in addition to the tasks of computing
antennas, modeling the patterns is also used to model systems in which

these antennas are used.

Discrete Presentation of the Beam Patterns

Assume that in the aperture of a linear antenna of length L,

the distribution a(s) is assigned and is equal in a general case to:

a(s) =a.(s) + (s) +i (s). (1)

The beam pattern of this antenna

F (u) = -ia ( )e'u' d (21

kLwhere u.-k-cosiY, &--angle which is read off from the antennna axis,

C--normed coordinate of the aperture point, k--wave number in a free

space (fig. 1).

If the antenna aperture is stimulated by a wave with wave number

y, one should place u-8 in expression (2) instead of the quantity u
L

in the exponent, where s =y -. This replacement does not affect the

nature of the F(u) relationship and must only be taken into considera-

tion in the transition to the angular coordinate Zý, in particular, in

computing the directive gain and the scattering coefficient of the
antenna.

In accordance with (1), we present the pattern (2) in the form

F (u) = F. (u) + F, (.) -+ i F. (s)). ()
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Figure 1.

If in the distribution of a(s) we can isolate a component which

is convenient for analytical integration, it should be included in ao,

otherwise, we consider a 0 =0 and correspondingly, Fa=0.
For convenience we will introduce the following designations:

I I: "

g= -,3 Mcos u tdt; b x(•)cosu td;j
-- --1

I I
h ,,(ý)shinu d*S; d-S j/(ý)shinu*dý. (4)

-I -- I -
Thus, the pattern (3) can be presented in the form

F --=To -+ (9-- d) 41 i (b -!,- h).()_

Direct numerical computation of the pattern with the help of

formula (2) is inconvenient with a large number of points for u. In

addition, determination of a number of imvortant characteristics of

the antenna (amplification, scattering coefficient, position of the

main maximum, etc.) by direct methods is associated with cumbersome

calculations.

In this respect, we will use presentation of the pattern in the

form of a series for reference functions that, for ocample, are very

popular in the tasks of antenna synthesis (6,7]. According to Kotel'-

nikov's theorem [7,8) or the theorem of readings, the beam pattern examined

as a function with limited spectrum (distribution) can be presented

in the form (fig. 2) of a series for the functions sin x
X

F(u) -n (6)
(u -- -m;
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T h e r e f r e n e f n c t o n s s i n ( u -m ,- )
The refrene fuctins u-Mare arranged uniformly with

inerval Lu=-n on the u axis. The coefficients in (6) with them are
equal to the values of the pattern F(u) in the reference points u=

,u, re=O , +1, ±2...

Wqe will isolate the real and imaginary parts in pattern (5):

F X + iY,

-wher e X =Ao ()q A, (u); Y =C. W" -+ Ci Wu,

=,td A,(u) a-nd Cl(U) according to (6) equal:
A, (u) = N --

The referene function S(f--u) ' )aearne uiomywt
(u -rn it)

CIL ()0,n 1 (u-2...

.f we can isolate the component ag in distribution (p), the

AO d accor.din cost ( d eqa (9)

w >r-respond to the "summary" pattern, while

(u)-md

(80)
1, ((.,u-m(.)si.• (O

.-. : l••, 'differential..•"
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The index ni in the functions gm-dm in (8) means that they were
Mm

computed for the value oý the argument u-mr. The functions g and b

are even for u; h an( d ere odd. Expressions (8) can therefore be

presented in the form:

A1(± g) =-- i.gm(s,,+s_,. ds(s .--s-)I, (11)
rn-O

C1(±_ u)--- (12)

'U -4 _Lwitlyn =0,

V 
1with f m l 1,2 . .

The following designation is adopted in formulas (11)-(12) for

convenience

-- sin (i - m ,E)
- .- (13)

In the reference directions u=mit, the function s =1, the remaining

Sn=0 (n#m) and the function F.(u) in (6) equals its reference value.

Directive Gain and Scattering Coefficient

By using the discrete concept (6) of the beam pattern, we can

find expressions for the directive gain which are convenient for

calculation on a comDuter

6- 4 •nP.K (14)Pr,

and scattering coefficient

• " P, P,'.•( ,

of a linear antenna.

In expressions (1.4) P. makc is the level of power in the

main direction, P -- cor,,..ete emitted power, P~n and Pri -- powers

emitted in the region of lateral lobes and in the main lobe respectively.

For a linear antenna, the complete emitted power

rU,
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Figure 3.

1kL

where Ul= k-L (i + A) and u2=--7 (1-A)--boundaries of change in the
Sgeneralized 2variable u which correspond to the boundaries of the real

tpattern 2ý=0 and no while A= -y/k.

!II

The power Prnn which is contained in the main lobe, is determined
i " by the same correlation (16) with replacement of uI and u2 by the

*11

Sand (fig. 3) of the boundaries of the main lobe.
pattrdnae u=0 and u2wil0~=yk

If A > 0, the main lobe is inclined towards the axis, therefore
its right boundary %L< 0akc is determined from the condition

JUIC UO < UZ,

U30 >

Since the expression for the pattern p(u) consists of three terms

p 1 ( .) 4 -(. 14 - C+ ) -- 2 (.A , C+ C,) 1-+ (A l2 - c- , (18)

one can correspondingly divide the integral (16) into parts

S:- rp (ti) du 1, += 1i73 + 173. (9

We will first compute the last term in the right side of (19):
n, ;-,•' ( 2 + C2) ji'' -
n3 (Al ±I~d

_- _ ' '< t ,,- d,.) ( .. -- d.) + ( .in + h,,.) (b, + I .)j T ... .. (20)

oil -w fl---~

The coefficients in series (20)

sin (U .- i A) -- (il (it - n du. (21)j
T-..(--1), (.--lnL)
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In the infinite interval o, < U < ', the functions s [see (11)1

are orthogonal with m whole A

7'., ,, (' -- , •" ) .,, n' where 6m 0f n.

For finite values u1 and u 2 , the functions Ti,n equal

fT ".- ()221)-ill oft III

The functions

L (u) In v- Ci (2u)

are even. This follows from presentation of the integral cosine Ci(x)
4ridw form of a series, therefore the limits of integration in (22)

are taken according to the modulus

.( U, U) Q (0 (23)

•h uh C

Q(v) -- Si (20)- 2--Ž-..2V

The function Q(v) is odd.

For the functions L(v) and Q(v), one can obtain expressions in

Ilie fsons of the series:

."eu the function Lv) , the constant c-u o which is not important for

-tion of T is omitted, where c--Euler'soconstant). Withmn
j ~v - 1. onle should substitute in LOv) and QMv the asymptotic

e.pv-)rýssions for the functionE Si(x) and Ci(x).

Aftfer using the properties of syirm~etry of the functions (4) for
1-1 9:0 the properties of the functions T. --T ,oncasiifatl

mn n, m ne a infcnl
ygeipce die double sum (20) which is cumbersome to compute, by pasezing

@ immation in the sector O< m < mi <n < ~

'Ohc f inl expression for Rl3 :

60
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17a \ F in (brnln If~.4)T(25)

+ (bmha - gr•dn) Ts "+ (bht,,j - gdm) T3 + (h,,/h. + d,,dn) T4

where

tw ithm n, 1/2 withn-0,
2 wl thM it; I with 1.=I, 2,3..

The functions T equal:

'Tj .-' rT , I -, T.,7,_-- + T•, + r.• ;T,•- i, .
T ±T rn +, ,_+ T., T, T-- Tm._-

rm -=Trnn -- T,,_,, + T...,,,,. --T...,_1 ,; t, T.,, ft T•,a --

-T- T .,. + r_,,,.. (2.6)

With discrete presentation of the patterns (6), there is no diffi-

culty in computing the first two terms in (19), For this purpose we

can use direct integration for u. If the pattern F 0 =A0 +iC 0 can be

represented as a finite number of terms of the type of functions X

the integral P7,--=-2 (A~•I+CoC2 )du is expressed by a simple series.

Thus, if in the- 'istribution we isolate the component of

"surmnary" distribution of the type a0o=l+qn. , the pattern

looks like: !I
A- so + -. q(s, + sA,); Co! O.

In this case

III To, G + q (To. I- To. _1) "-- q'(T, ~± 2Tj' j+7 _1'.~

,(27)

where II
P,, , A0 . s,,,d* T,. + T ¢ (T,..,+ T.)

-Sit
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For the "differential" distribution ao. (%) '.- c(sin--i- psin -
2/the pattern

and

[I~ +P T.. 2I-( 1  T T )
2 - (28)

S.172 2c_ C. b'mI"(Y. + v_,) + h. ("-o,- v-_)
; M-0

~2 2c
Vm",, Co0 s,,,du = (T1n. ,,- T ,(.m,,) +hm --mr )

The functions Tm,n with semiwhole indices equal:

(-) { Si(2v) 4-Si(2 ))

T2 2

2 2 )STJ I L (2v) L -'(2v) I

It is easy to find similar expressions in other cases, if the

Then ii and r2 automatically equal zero, since the pattern

FO0 Ao+ i Co.

equals zero.

Thus, we finally c')tain expressions for the directive gain1

U KeL P"u) (29)n

lFor calculation of G we can -use a very convenient method which is
presented in [8], however it is not suitable for computation of •.
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p!

and the scattering cocfficient
- n,0 30

The power which is contained in the main lobe ii is determined by

the same ratios as ni.., with replacement of uI and u 2 by the coordinates
of the first minimums of the pattern ul and u 2 0 [see (17)].

Modeling the Patterns

The effectiveness of mathematical modeling significantly depends
on how economically the caclulation program is compiled. In the

examined case of the discrete presentation of the pattern, it is

important to select M, the number of terms in Kotel'nikov's series

(1l)-(12) which yields a sufficient degree of approximation. As shown
in [7], the standard error of approximating the function F(u)= ''F(kst)sk

Af

by the finite series Fl(u)--F(k )s• equals the energy of the
rejected "tails" in the series IF(ka) i1+ VlF(k.:-).

If the F(u) functions diminishes as -k,then one can find an

estimate for the approximation error:
6.fi F (u) u) <- °'F"m (0 (31)2k--!

At the points u=mr, the error 6 equals zero. From condition

(31), we compute the number M which yields permissible error at

points u = m7 + k which also replaces the infinite limit of summation

in the formulas of the preceding sections.

Modeling of the pattern begins with computations for the selected

amplitude distribution (1) of the reference (u=m7) values of the

functions gm-dm for formulas (4) for O<m<14. The calculation 4(M+1)

of the values for these functions should be made by the Philon method
[9]. Numerical integration of expressions of type a(*)cosu.d9

by this method is done for the number of points needed to integrate

only one function a(c) by Simpson's met:hod.

The found sequences of the functions g -dm are recorded in the

working memory of the machine and are further used for detailed study

of the antenna characteristics. These characteristics include the



.. t . . . . a .4 .~ .~ . . .f .. .. . . . .. .. ... .. ...

I7

amplitude and phase patterns (in any sector and with random spacing),

the position of the main maximum, width of the pattern, etc. [formulas

,(7)-(13)1, as well as the directive gain and scattering coefficient

[formulas (29) and (30)M. Direct integration of the pattern signi-

ficantly increases the time.for determining all of these characteris-

tics.

If we examine discrete antennas, the functions g-d are expressed

in the form of sums for the number of elements. However, with a

large number of elements, it is more convenieht to-reDlace the discrete

distribution by a continuous [3].

Random Amplitude Distributions

The technique stated above is convenient for computing antennas

by the method of statistical tests (Monte Carlo method). This calcu-

lation is reduced to obtaining a series of random patteins with
statistical characteristics which are equal to the characteristics
of the original, and subsequent statistical processing of these

patterns. In the field distribution in the aptertare, we isolate the

regular component a 0 () [see (1)], and we will consider it to be

actual (linear phase shift in the aperture is not significant). The

random distortions of complex amplitude in the anerture will be des-

cribed by the functions n ,×. By assigning the random statistical

nature of n and x, we model a number of their random realizations

(samplings) on a computer and find the random beam patterns which

correspond to them.

The functions n and x are obtained in the forin of a discrete

sequence of random numbers. The sampling spacing is determined by

the assigned accuracy of integrating the function a(s).

With amplitude-phase distortions, the vector a(ý) is subordinate

to the generalized Rayleigh distribution--n and x are independent

normal quantities with their own averages, dispersions and correlation

coefficients. In the case of phase errors alone, the functions p

and x are interlinked. We will examine the latter case as an

example, and present n and x in the form:
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where ) ( Slj- - and it)) .--,i

We will consider the phase q, normal, having a zero average, dispersion
2 0 and correlation coefficient

R,}e . (33-

IS '

I''

\A
-\ ".

4It

INI

59'
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Figure 4.
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Figure 4a illustrates the series of random realizations of the
function , found on the co:mputer for the parameters 11-0; o=0.1; p=0.1.

Direct study of the properties of these realizations shows a

certain reduction in their percentage of randomness (the average from

several samplings oaO0.08:). This is associated with the filtering

properties of the machine by means of limitations in the selected

program.

-..",V '.v 4,.-" I 0-". A .

Figure 5.

The correlation coefficient of these realizations is depicted

in fig. 4b. Here the original curve (33) (solid line) is plotted for

comparison. Figure 5 presents the random sampl- ngs of the • function

with assigned parameters p = 0; o0=0.6; P=0.1.

ModelinR Random Patterns

In order to model the random patterns, each time we make a pre-

liminary computation of the random realizati,,ns of the functions n

and x (in the e:xamined case, only the functions 4-.. Then the obtained

discrete sampling of random numbers is used to compute the functions

gm-dm. They, in turn, are stored and are ile originals for analysis

of the beam pattern.

As an example, figure 6 presents a series of random patterns which

were computed for realizations of ý illustrated in fig. 5. The dotted

line in this figure illustrates the avc-age "iattern of the linear

antenna with corresponding parameters.
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Figure 6.

fI

Figure 7.

Figure 7 illustrates the phases of the random patterns forF realization of ý in fig. 5.
When there is a fairly large number of random realizations,* we

can construct histograms for the main parameters of the patterns.

By using the methods of statistical processing of the observation

results, the statistical characteristics of the pattern are deter-

minied. It is a priori difficult to find the probability properties

of the patterns in a whole series of cases, or completely impossible.

It is precisely in these cases that the method of statistical tests

6. is called upon to play a larger role.
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In conclusion, the author expresses his gratitude to engineer

L. D. Klimenko who did a lot of work to program the problem and the

corresponding calculations.
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COMPENSATION FOR SYSTEMATIC WE-TIGHT DEFORMATION"S OF MIRROR SYSTEM

OF PARABOLIC RADIO TELESCOPE~S

Suininar y

An examination is made of the nature of the Dhase errors in A
field distribution in the aperture of a radio telescope which
develop under the influence of weight deformations of t~he main
mirror and the support structures of the irradiating system.

Based on an analysis of the normed functions of individual

components in the errors, a technique for their mutual compensation

is sugested
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Introduction

The trend of developing full-rotating mirror-parabolic radio

telescopes is characterized by a constant rise in the dimensions of
the mirrors. This raises the primary problem of maintaining the shape

of their working surface.

At the early stages of development of the technology of mirror
antennas, the striving to guarantee accuracy was expressed as a require-

ment that the deviation from the ideal profile would not exceed the
assigned limit (usually 1/16 of che working wavelength) over the entire
or part of the mirror surface.

Of course, this places excessively strict requirements on both
the technology and the design.

The statistical approach [1,2,3] makes it possible to consider
more completely the factors which influence the quality indicators of

the mirror radio telescopes.

The influence of the statistical factors is considerably reduced
in the radio telescopes whose reflecting surface is designed in the
form of precisely formed panels which are set during the initial
adjustment. Consequently, tne main factor which determines the limiting

working wavelength is the deformation of the design under the influence
of wind (to a considerable measure accidental) and weight (systematic)

loads.

The attempt to reduce these deformations to a given limit results

in the unjustified increase in the weight of the metal structures.

Therefore, in the practice of designing large radio telescopes, different

methods are encountered more often foe compensating for the deforma-
tions. These methods reduce the requirements for rigidity of the

designs.

There are known methods, for example, of compensating with the

help of automatic correction for the position of individual elements

in the working surface of the main mirror, or counterreflector of the

radio telescope [4,5]. In this case, a considerable number of tracking

devices are used with fairly cumbersome power actuating mechanisms.

The placement of these mechanisms on the designs of the radio telescope

significantly increases the weight of its mirror.
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It is therefore more 'romising to use the method based on the

mutual compensation for de-formatioiis of different elements in the
mirror system: metal structures of the main mirror and suDport
structures of the irradi.,.ing system. In this case, the main mirror

is designed not for the M:-inimum of deformations, but for the minimum

deviation of its surfac.c From the profile which is the most convenient

for mutual compensation (6].

This method makes it possible to compensate only for systematic

deformations which develop under the influence of the weight loads.

But, if one considers that this percentage of deformation for large

radio telescopes is no l..a than 85%,o, and with an increase in the

dimensions of the radio telescope, it increases even more, then it
becomes understandable 'rhy this method of compensation is promising

precisely for large instruments.
This work examines the mutual weight compensation for deformations I

in metal structures of rhe mirror system of radio telescopes. It is

done by selecting the rigidity of the support structures of the

irradiating system and the loads on these structures, and in certain

limits, by selecting the distribution of rigidity between the design

elements of the main mirror.

In this case, the supports of the irradiating system must be

designed so that the required laws for movement of the primary irradi-

ator and counterreflector are guaranteed in a vertical plane in

the function of the elevation Dosition of the radio telescope. Further,

the indicated longitudinal and transverse shifts in the primary

irradiator and the counterreflector, and the rotation angle of the

latter will be called the compensation parameters. In addition, it is

suggested that the elevation correction which is made in the guidance

system of the radio telesdope be used as the compensation parameter. All

the indicated weight co.,oensation parameters must be nrogrammed.

It should be noted that selection of the distribution of rigidity

between the design elements of the main mirror makes it possible to

obtain that law of large-scale deformations of its surface which

promotes themost complete weight compensation.
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General Correlations

In orde'r to compute the compensation parameters, we will write

the equation of the phase front 17] in the aperture of the radio

telescope with regard for all the indicated distortions in the mirror

system as applied to a two-mirror system of irradiation. This plan is
used most often in the short wavelength region of the working range

of the radio telescope, where compensation for deformations is primarily

needed. We note that the weight deformations of the reflecting surface

of the counterreflector proper are not used in the calculation. They

are usually insignificant.

We will use the Cartesian coordinate system with beginning at the

focus of an undistorted main mirror with axis z which coincides with

its focal axis (fig. 1). We will designate the position of the phase

center of the irradiator with regard for the weight displacements

7AvJ + 0 + A.I.,,) .=

Figure 1.

The weight displacements of the apex of a small mirror will be

characterized by the vector

AX,= 7AF,+kAF-.= AF,
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while its angular deviation from the calculated position under the

influence of the weight: loads, by the angle Act.

It is assumed ever.viere that the weight loads cause shifts in

the elements of the irradiating system only in a vertical plane.

The profile of the main mirror with regard for its weight defo14a-
tions

( !4/'R= T~+ Xt V. )) + [(Y+ •. •,u+ \-] -I+ -. ',-) ,

where f--focal distance of the main mirror,

6x,6y,6z--components of the deviation of the surface from parabolic

shape under the influence of weight loads.

The hyperbolic profile of the displaced small mirror !

. ".--Al,, + F[., m AFY,-Aa (F zm,)l +L-z, + &F, + a •

where

ZMW p F -F) 2-

0--calculated distance between the foci of the main and 'small mirror,

F--calculated distance of the apex of the small mirror from the focus

of the main mirror.
We will write the ratios that interlink the incident and reflected

wave fronts for both mirrors. We will express the single perpendicular

to the front of the incident wave as

- and

The perpendicular for the front of the reflected wave is written as

- ~and

where YM and Y--vectors of the surface of the front of the reflected

wave for the smalland main mirrors respectively.

The single Dernendiculars to the surface of the mirrors are

correspondingly equal to:
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I -~ -. ~ ---.-.

- '- × and _ .x ,)!

I'• -,i,,-,•ax dy,

The condition for equality of the angles of incidenc and reflection

looks like

L-,-- ,7(,-r an) ad r-=--

Then the equations of the fronts

Y,,t , x + 271 -,,i,- ',) pC• (, )

The equations of errors d in the form of wave fronts are

expressed as a scalar product of the vectors for the deformed and non-

deformed wave fronts:

dM- nM 'M, d :nY.

Here n--perpendicular to the planar surface, perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the maximum radiation of the antenna. Bearing in mind the

already mentioned small elevation correction for the position of the

radio axis of the antenna A$, we write ,zjA+.

The perpendicular to the undistorted spherical front which is

reflected from the small mirror, is expressed through the current

coordinates of the point on the surface of this mirror:

JIMt -v' A -.____ F),.- . . . 1+ _ •-/-/: ---

The positive values dM and d correspond to the shortened rays, and
consequently, the leading phase.

The resulting errors in the phase front which take into consi-

deration both the deformation of the main mirror, and the mutual

movements of all irradiation elements, will be presented apprcximately

as the sum Aj.-d+d.m.

73 - - __
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This summation sut-gz-cs the insignificance of the crror in
determining dM near the surfac OF the mailn Yi~irror as a consequenc oignoring the difference i", the directions'of the radius from the

begining of the coordinates and the true beam that is reflected from

the small mirror. We will estimate the limits of correctness of this

hypothesis.

It follows from the equation of the eikonal for a uniform medium

that

where �grad/L -- I grad, L l,
L z-- q (x,,!P:- dy. , Y)

grad sL--gradient of eikonal in plane tangential to the sphere,

grad L--the same, in a radial direction,
q

q(x,y)--equation of spherical surface.

By transforming the right side of the equality, we obtain

g"adL gradý, (x, y); - (1 + gradqL 1) (1 -- gradL j) =1)

ac~t

where we assume <

Then the error in determining the distortion of the phase front

at the surface of the main mirror that we are interested in

16d - Y , ( x,.., y,,,) _q). =

(I , (x . Y ) - q) I gradJA, (x, •)

2

Taking into consideration that dM(x,y) basically has a large-
scale nature, in our estimates one can consider with sufficient

accuracy that
grad, d , " (x, y) ": grad d,, (., y).
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For quantitative estimate, we will adopt the quantity of

permissible error in computing the weight compensation 1/20 -1/30

from the shortest working wave of the TNA-1500 radio telescope with

a main mirror 64 m in diameter with focal distance of 23.6 and counter-

reflector 5 m in diameter. This quantity is about 1 mm.

Then the maximum permissible value

,6 l d•~ I . 10-2•

grad,dI, (V, y) .1  I --

This corresponds, for example, to ,10 mmf deviation in the phase front

from the sphere for 1 m of the displacement on the sphere surface near

the small mirror.

A xairly smooth nature of deformations in the main mirror is also

hypothesized in the further calculations. This is always guaranteed

in real designs.

Taking into consider-ation the adopted limitations ,and omitting

in the expressions dM and d the quantities of the second order of

smallness and the constant components, after all the necessary calcula-

tions, we ebtain the unknown distortions in the expressions of the

wave fro:'-ts:

2 F
2 z I+2A FY ~

-. +~ ~ (Q) l -:---- 0 F ) -, :4 X -•

X! + Y2A

F ((D -F)

311
/ F

2 2
f. ((P¢, [- F) ) 1 ¢ -F

M). F, -2-

2 2

2. F (-1) F. 2



d= -Apy+= ! f

In order to add these two expressions with regard for the approximation

that has been made, we will express it through the same argument x,y. i

For this purpose we use the link between -c,y and x M, YM which follows •

from the geometric considerations:.:

• a• ____= -__- .g.!L,_•T _- .,

X-h4

x y y .- U.

SWe obtain a solution for the given system of equations:

F!- (( -- . ) -x22O+ v g
1+

4 1:

With ordegrd torad thes tobtiedxcorelations with rhear foordntso theaprxato

that hasn beeno murade, wewl-xrs i hog h am ruetx

Fo hi uroedeus h lin bewee :cyadXy hc olw

X2 + Y2A X.D -L Y*S

"*~ ~ ~ ~~~X + U AF1F(/_F ( 2-F

X 4

frmwhere oerccnsdrtos ( o -) '

4/ 2 i____J

With regard for the obtained correlations in the coordinates of the

main mirror surface

2A FzAB + AID. A B F--

A'-f'Ay A 2Au---- AD - AID- -- A12FYFID -F) F (0- F) F((D - F)

where

4() 2  X'±p +x 10

4/1 F (a) *F) 4/2 4P2
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/: ((D -- F) 419

FI

@r
C = X 2 X 2 -, 2 iI + '2 =

41) F -41 ( 41)

2I,. -, if -_____/.' 1, -

4 F )'
SE = x2" + !- v• --B2 -E X2 + y 3 ---

4T- 4/1 F1

The obtained expressions d and dM may be used to compute the

L mutual compensation of the axial and transverse deformations of the

main mirror and the designs for attaching the irradiating system.

The design calculation of the mirror does not reveal the three

components of deformations.6 (x(,y), 6 (x,y) and 6 (x,y) indicatedx ~y
"in the formulas above, but the two functions equivalent to them 6 (r,ý)rand 6 (r,ý) expressed in a cylindrical system of coordinates, where

6.i 6 (x, y)--- , (r, p) cos i; ay (x, y)= 6, (r, q,) sin (p;'

6.(x, y)= - .(r, q,); rt== x2±y-; tg T=

Then in the cylindrical system of coordinates j

_l.- b,(r, q)cus '- r, sin . 282 (r, () 4q!•'" d• AP r~sin ip +

r We transform:. -he obtained expression:

d (2 . , rsi, lr 'i [ (F A . ..i I
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By isolating in the expression for d, the axisymetrical component

and the first angular harmonics, we will obtain the final expressions

which are convenient for the compensation calculations:

?r

26 - . . (I)

dIt rAji sin (1, (2)

dlim,,, .= d - dt . (3)

Thus, the resulting error

2A FzAI3+ A(FZLA13 E27  F)

2 -F2
rsinqj2 ____________AD_________

2 ' F(4-- ) - -F) F ((D F) K) FC

26Z- - 8r- _- r _ + r AP sin --- A F, (P) Al

I+

+ •M,2(-), r + !tA{'f 1 (A3 A- P) A,( j-) _

+ 4 j __,(1__L. A•_____}- +- +rsinq T'-f(),

where AF,(A). A(P:(p), AF1 (.), Au(t), Aq)1y(p), Ap(p) -- parameters of compensation

and Ai-()--normed functions of partial distortions of the wave front

for the corresponding parameters of comnensation.

The condition for complete compensation is presented in the form

of the equality fl to the constant for each of the angles •. Since

this condition is not feasible in accuracy, then from II ,we should

isolate the part which completely satisfies this condition with the

minimum residual part. This residual in the final analysis also

F. limits the maximum wave of the radio telescope.
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Since in real designs, the calculation is not successful in

determining and realizing the compensation parameters with the necessary

precision, then one should stipulate the possibility of regulating

their dependences on o;.

The compensation parameters AF,(0), AXFy (0), A,@.(P), A$() contain

nonregulated and regulated parts. The first of them inevitably arise

as a consequence of the nonabsolute rigidity of the design of the

irradiating system. The second are created by force and are roughly

regulated through selecting the rigidity of the designs in planning,

as well as more accurately by selecting the weight and arrangement of

the adjustment loads when the compensation system is tuned. The

compensation system tuning is controlled with the use of special

control and measuring equipment accordng to the technique examined

below.

Calculation of the Comnensation Parameters

In addition to the analytical solution to the problem of minimizing

the errors in the wave front that requires the use of a computer, a

graph-analytical method of compensation computation is also possible.
We will examine it in the example of the TNA-1500 radio telescope with

diameter 64 m with focal distance 23.6 m (2N 0=136°). We will take

two variants of the two-mirror plan: with fairly large focal distance

of the small hyperbolic mirror t=f=23.6 m (distance between the focuses

and with fairly small focal distance 5 m). The latter variant

corresponds to the distance of the irradiator from the anex of the

small mirror 3.5 m. With 2p 0 -136e, the parameters of the mirror

system which are used in the calculation are given in the following

table for both versions.

1ABLE

Geometric parameters of mirror system_
Versions F -F j-F.' '- I F) JAI¢ -F.M A -. ,, O -F.. a ,2

23 1,. , 0 1 1 21.,
Version 1,6 5 25 8 3,5 2,5
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In calculating the parameters presented in the table, the

From here, with assigned D

For both versions, we will construct graphs for normed functions
for each of the compensation parameters (fig. 2):

for AF(1)
(4)

for ea ost
z

Afor A4F2
A2

4--
for A= c•)for A-F A

F
2A_ 2 _

O F (6)

A

f or -AMz(k

A

Compensation for the weight deformations in the main mirror is
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achieved by selecting, the scale of the functions A( Cr) separately

for symmetrical (A, , A 2) and skew-symmetric (first version) (A3 ,A4,AS)

components as app~lied to the law of its deformations dcT) As the
elements which realize the weight compensation in the design of the

radio telescope, the central arrow of the irradiator and its fastening

elements on the main mirror, the support shape of the small mirror ani

the elements of fastening it to the beam, and the device of elevation

compensation in the guidance system are used. In addition, it stands

JII
to reason that measres are taken in deignnlh anmro ota

fo racompensation.asuris apparent fromigin the grahs in fig. o 2 o that

Fdepending on the geometric parameters of the irradiating system, the
nature of the function A~ changes. This can also be used for weight

1

* compensation.

The criterion for optimal compensation is the minimum value of

the standard error of the phase front a(B) which is average in the

entire working interval of the antenna positions in the half-space:
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where V :!"('• o,,(,•]d
o ~dwu Kp P. d-oaC -P -W• sp.

-- effective (with regard for the distribution of amplitudes in the

aperture) standard error in the phase front.

The formula for a(R) designates:

16(0) aperture distribution of field,1kM

determined by expression (3),Sd (s, P) -
doe"u?

[error in phase front as a consequence of incomplete weight

compensation of the symmetrical and skew-symmetrical deformation com-

ponents.
The adjustment and verification of the system of weight compen-

sation of the radio telescope uses a range finder device which controls

the displacement of the datum marks attached to the working surface of
the main mirror. The two-way device of the range finder is installed
near the focus or directly in the focus of the corresponding irradi-

ation circuit. The initial attachment of the long-range device is made

with the zenith position of the radio telescope from the results of

high-precision geodetic control of the condition of its working surface

and the position of the elements in the irradiating system.

The functioring of the compensation system is checked from the

change in distances to the datum points with a change in the angle of

the radio telescope site. In this case, in order to eliminate the

effect of the variable weight components of deformations that develop

under thco influence of the wind loads, one-sided solar heating, etc.

it is expedient to control the distances to the datum points in the j
range of azimuth positions in limits of 360 for each fixed angle of

the site.

For a one-mirror system, if it is necessary, compensation of the

weight deformations can also be done. In this case, the functions

for compensation for the axisymmetrical deformations A6 and for the

skew-symmetrical deformations A7 are expressed through displacement
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n e se center of the irradiator Af and •f by the frla
in "he phaad cbty the formulas:z IV
for '',,J 1~I

I .2

I_

14 --4

Distortions in the phase front under the influence of Af and Af

and deformation of the mirror

AI A6rsi A - d.

The compensation technique is the same as for the two-mirror system.

The suggested method of mutual weight compensation of the main

mirror and the support of the irradiator system is done by selecting
the laws of weight deformations without making excessively high

requirements for the absolute rigid metal structures of the mirror

system. The calculations confirm the feasibility of the indicated
requirements and the obtaining of a significant weight compensation.

This method should be acknowledged as one of the main means of
guaranteeing the possible operation of especially large radio tele-

scopes in the centimeter wave range. Since the percentage of weight

deformations as compared to the wind deformations rises for larger

radio telescopes with an increase in their diameter, then the effec-

tiveness of this method for these radio telescopes must rise. In

this case, the optimal movement of the support structures of the irra-

diating system can be guaranteed not only by selecting their rigidity

and loads, but also by forced movement of the elements in the irradi-

ating system.
Ir. conclusion, the authors exoress their gratitude to I. V.

Vavil.ova for detailed and useful discussion of the article manuscript.
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r - - - -- INPUT IMPLDANCE OF SYSTEI'M MADE OF INTr}hSLCTiNL LOW-SET VIBRATORS I

V. P. Kul'tsep

S uurm a'y

The Hansen-tekerly method is used to determine the input impedance
of a system made of symetrical vibrators with sinusoidal current
distribution which intersect at the power point and are suspended
at a low altitude above the earth.

A single low-set vibrator is examined as a particular case.
Results are presented from measurements of the input imrnedance of
the system of intersecting vibrators in the short-wave and medium-
wave ranges.

1I

j
I!
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I, i

Introdu_ c t i. on

In determining the complete input impedance of a low-set symmetrical

vibrator, the latter is genernally represented by equivalent segments of

a long line. The linear parameters of the line are found by analyzing

a line of infinite length with the same geometry of the cross section.

This calculation provides values of the reactive part of the complete

"input impedance which are satisfactory for practice. The results of

this calculation show that the input impedance of a low-set vibrator is

mainly determined by the linear successive impedance R, which lies in

limits from 30Tr 2 Ohm/mforground with infinite conductance to 60,n2/X

Ohm/m for purely dielectric Pround[l,2].

The generalized method of How makes it possible to obtain a constant

Scomponent of the input impedance which does not depend on the frequency

[1). Dipole [3] and multipole components are also known which are

proportional to the square and higher degrees of frequency.

All the components can be taken into account by introducing a cer-

tain equivalent linear impedance RI• which for short conductors may

2 isignificantly exceed R1 [41, or by computing the input impedance by

one of the strict methods. Two methods are quite strict on the con-

"dition that the current distribution is assigned: the directed emf

and the Hansen-Bekerly. These methods are equivalent in the strictness

of general expressions. However, in computing the near-earth antennas

by the first method, the emf which is directed by a field reflected

from the earth, is only taken into account approximately, especially

for the induction components of the field. In particular, the con-

stant component of losses in computing by the directed emf method
S~generally drops out of the solution. At the same time, this component

has a significant value for the electrically short antennas.

The purpose of this work is to determine the input impedance of

a system made of N symmetrical vibrators 2L long and d in diameter

which intersect at the power point at angle 0i and which are suspended

at altitude h above the surface of homogeneous ground aith permeability

c and conductance a using the Hansen-Bekerly method. The input impe-

dance of a single vibrator is found in a particular case.
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The flansen-Bekerly method has already been used to determine the

input impedance of a single vibrator, however, the analysis either

did not take into consideration the most significant induction crcmpo-

nent of losses [5] or was limited to the case of a low-conductidtg

ground [6],

Statement of the Task
We will examine an idealized system made of 2N flat current

sectors with radius L located at altitude h (fig. 1). We assume that

the average width of the sector equals the diameter of the vibrator

(d=ý 0 L). We make an axis of the cylindrical coordinate system p,ý and

z through the intersection point of the sectors.

Figure 1.

It is known [71 that the stream of active power which passes

through the plan located above the emitter with assigned current

distribution, precisely equals

60.- :=6~k V f~~+~ +

+ Re (x,1 1']oY j I
In n

The stream of active power that passes through the plane which

is located below the emitter, but above the earth's surface:

s-2 a--"

ti l R , 1,/,-.--

In these expressions

86(3•n 2n 12
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-- cocfficient3 .i expansion of the vector potential of the assigned

distribution ioli the current density vector i in the system of ortho-
gonal vector Lunctions A±n. which form a discrete spectrum of azimuth
harmonies with different n and noncontinuous spectrum of waves with

differe '. inngles 7Y=arc cos 1i/k (including the complex with I k) be-

" tween tviA'i (;Jive perpendicular and the plane of the horizon. The re-
maining (A/Jj:.4,'nations have the following meaning.

/ ez --. q •T n --- m i, •

--j1 (4)
k2 -l k -- I tit, .- 6 Aý --1r, a' , .I p,

"606o., k - !

)X--wavelength.

We assume that the vector of current density has only a radial

projection which is assigned by the product of two functions

5 d: (P ) (5) T

where 0- -effective value of the current at the inlet of the emitting

system.

Since i =iz=O then we need the projections AsnOnly on the p axis:

J/.:• • I n 1M, e4In,••,p = -- J. U1 p .) e.' (0)

2n P ". .- d .

Then the coefficients fsn can be written as follows:

t -Imh . ,, T.,1(8)

e:; ;Imh
-V 1n "-± •- - - --.-. -- l T3,110, (9)

where

T.. ,. ,( J,,(lr,)dp,, i '
2.-

/b ( d II.:"
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We further assume that the normed distribution OF .jnrt density

along the vibrators ha• the appearance of a standing.'wý,av'c:

p sin kjL :• •

where kl=nk, n--shortening of the vibrator. 4

This case does not take into consideration the non-inphase nature

and damping of the amplitude of current distribution along the vibra-

tor which are associated with radiation. However, these effects are

comparatively small for electrically short vibrators.

Normed azimuth distribution of the current density for an odd A

number of vibrators is assigned in the form

I / fN .Fo w i t h ' , -< tP < 2,

2 - "N T 7t (p~ < (p + yj2,
Is (q•) Wi,' ~wth :

0 outside current vectors

where i'-'/.q 1  iq +q 0I (141where •,-- ),- i% -- d2, q)12 (pi , + q'o/2,, 11: •

i--number of vibrator.

In computing (10) with regard for (14) we have for odd azimuth

harmonics

-i4 r4 'n q), sin Nn W2 (5-sin- (15)_
nq.N~ sin n q1/2

Vor n even o

It can be shown that (15) is correct even for an even number of - ]
vibrators.

In order to compute T 2 n we use the presentation of Besselian

functions through the producer

.. e(T-1/0112 V .ik (4• ) w . (16)

Assuming the argument of the producer function W=e we have the

known correlation

sin (zs'ins 2 V J(zl)sin (2i 4- 1)', (17)
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while assuming W=iex;

si r (:chi) -= 2 ' (--- !) j,•1, (z) ch (2i + 1 ).. (18+

By transforming the numerator of (13) with l>kj with the help of

(17), and with l>kl with the help of (18), and by using the known

formula

(a -dX J,+, (a), (19)

we obtain the following series for T

2 t21+1 J=+21+1 (IL), (20)

L-0

where !2, =sin (21+ 1),, p=arcs*nkl, if l>k1 and t 2 il= 1I)' ch(21+ 1) .,

S"",if l<k1

We similarily obtain

,-0
CO

where u 2 j-cos2ji with l>k1 and u 2 j=(-l) ch 2j with 1<k

The substitution of (20) and (21) into (8) and (9) and further

in (1)-(2) provides an accurate solution to the set task in the form

of the sum of single integrals which can be numerically found.

We now obtain the calculated ratios after making certain permissible

approximations.

Radiation Impedance

In computing R., the integration variable I does not exceed k.

If the electric length of the vibrator k11 is not more than 1150, then

the argument of the Besselian functions in (20) and (21) does not

exceed 2. Following [5,6] we replace Jn (IL) with the first term in the

exponential series expansion:

(22).
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In addition, since in the region which is important for the integra-

tion, kl/l=ch x>>l, then the approximation is permissible

Ach .I 2l-' (chi •) •. (231

By using (22) and (23), we have

L I If,, I.
k-,11211 = 2, . - - q1 T- ,i

where q1 = 1L .-ýL- ("'' (k1L1 (24)
2 sin t12 360

and, taking into consideration only the terms with lnl=l, we obtain

for the radiation impedance

, OqkL "-. - 2cos 2:nh Re •22- 2si&k 2mh Im 2 +

J-- (131- 9- cos 2mh ReX.3-.- 2sintndz/z]i l7)ld(- I (25

We will also present the reflection coefficients in the form of
a series

+ _2.M (27)
I! k

where r-p+iq= /1/s- i.

In computing the radiation impedance, one can be limited to two terms

in (26) and one in (27). Then computation (25) yields

I,_ Oqik'L " [' - I I + R e + 3 -- +
SI I Se I/ -

Cost- I +n

I~~~ ~ e~-iI!(~- 2 j-- +2 2 ) (28)
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I

where t 2kh.

If IF 1 1, then with height of the suspension approaching zero,

(28) becomesw
T4i

Rj 20q kL',2I,, (29)

i.e., for short 8 and thin (ql-8) vibrators, formula (29)

has the appearance of Rudenberg's formula with a numerical coeffi-

cient that is reduced because of the influence of the ground.

In another extreme case, with h-).c and 7>>l

Rx = 18,3q• kPLI. (30)

In particular, for a thin half-wave vibrator R,=73.5 Ohm.

Consideration for the subsequent terms in the series (22), (23),
(26) and (27), as well as the terms with In? > 1 yields multipole

components of radiation resistance which are oroportional to (kL) 4

(kL6 )..., whose quantity is small for short vibrators.

Loss Impedance

-The dipole component of losses for radiation into the ground of

waves which have in the ground an angle of inclination of the wave

perpendicular in limits from t)=90* to - 1 =arc cos IT["% is determined

by the terms with InI=l in the first term of (2). By computing under

the same conditions, as in the computation of RE, we have

P. I•=- IIn'bIAC-i~ I--I 1-4 -. :I VI•
R, [2 I ~ ~ Mi 4\L - Re (311

The results of the computation according to formula (31) coincide

with the results obtained in (5] by numerical integration.

For ground with I•I , formula (31) becomes

R, -21,7(1? k2L4 '(

The losses associated with the dipole waves are emitted into the

ground with slipping anc'les in the ground from 1ý=A, to 'l=O. They

are determined by the terms with Inj=l in the second term (2) in the

----- ----



interval of integration k<l<k/- :

1111 , 2, .. i lt

Since in this case 1>k, then a larger number of terms is needed

in the series (26) to approximate a2. In the interval O<v</c:-T four

terms provide sufficient accuracy:

fin 22 2p,, + 2pq v' - (p3 + 3pq") ",", (34)

where v= j --d/l

For Imc 3 in the interval O<v<I•" 1 i", the following expression
yields satisfactory accuracy:

i 2 Re (; / (35)

and in the interval i /2lV/<<li--I

li m ot = 0 ,8 /0 ,,• 6 )

To simplify the computations, we assume that (36) is correct for
the entire interval 0-1 ='T, which yields a result which is exaggerated

by several percentages. Computation of (33) with regard for (34) and
(36), bearing in mind that

L -evI qj e f.-- T, I I v=it (37)

yields

R,,= 15q,'k'LV1 (2p + o,s:s--iI/2)II -- (1+ t)e',-

+ - 2pq[2- (2 + 2t+ 0) e t '- (pl-- 3vq') X

X [6--(6+61+ 31') e-J V-? . (38)

where .t--1 e--

In contrast to the expression obtained in [6], expression (38)
yields a final result even with h-'0. The difference is explained by
the fact that the approximation adopted in [6] Ima 3 with l=k yields a
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divergent result, while in reality ImTc3-'o with l1k.

For a short vibrator located on the surface of the ground without 1

1 -losses, on the condition that c>>l, formula (38) becomes

- 17.3kVI 1 (39)

'A similar formula was obtained in [31 for the input impedance of

an infinitely small dipole lying on the interface of the dielectric

and the air. The numerical coefficient in (3] is larger than in (39),

as a result of the fact that the current distribution is assumed to

be rectangular, as here, and not sinusoidal.

For low-conducting ground, the component R1 I mainly determines the

input impedance. However, in the case of a semi-conducting ground,

the induction losses are dominant. They are determined by the remaining

part of the second term in (2).

We will designate
13di

Rill 240a k i hn i , (40)

R... 2=40"i2 
N j11 , j• liD |m'1'i~ll t (41)

1*d

As is anparent from (20) and (21), the value of any of the functions
Tn is negligible until the argument IU exceeds the least of the
indices of the Besselian functions which are included in the formulas.

In the transition of the argument through the value IL=n, the value
of the function drastically rises, and with a further rise in the
argument, it fluctuates around a certain average value.

By using the threshold nature of change in the functions Tsn, we

replace them by exponential functions equal to zero at 1L<n, and with

1L> n, equal to the average value of Tsn during the period of change

in In(lL):

T;.,,-~-K 1  (42)

where q,-=lL c6gYkL. ,i...,.
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The rapidly changing function 14. is also annroximately replaced i

by its average value, equal to 4 in the interval O0n<n/2JNl,1equal to
4/N in the interval n <n<n 2 =2/h 0 and close to 0 with n>ni.

For Imn 2 the relative error on the order of 5% is yielded for the
semi-conducting ground by the approximation:

Ini (,=c ''•:'•i -a 1I•' 43).,

For the approximation Ima 3 we use the asymptotic value:

Im- t44

Since the terms in the sum in (40)-(41) differ little from each

other, we will replace the summation by an integration according to

the formula I

H/a .- ,HI2

where lI--summation spacing equal in our case to two. We will further
change the order of integration fl

r Ok[ l l. I|!,P. I~ dnj•

'Rill 240k - l f l(n, Od1) + i d dt 1f(n, 1)d, (46)
LL S •I/N•

where fjq,)=.ýkwhere l~~(n, 1) -(e--*"v-- e-ov) ( -"€•/ "-4VI ,.
I I

2h + o,226).., b 21• + 0,495)., I .

In the expression v'1+v , we ignore the 1 which yields a slight

error for short vibrators (kL<1) since the lower limit of integration
for 1 is considerably greater than k. For longer vibrators, this
ignoring yields a somewhat exaggerated value of the losses. Finally,

N Lk 2.ND ! ~2ND~

Ei d E + Ei(47)

L L
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where q,-I-q,+ql/,.

The component RIV is found in exactly the same way:IVi

4- E_ L .it M t.] (01) .•

where qt 4 + (kL)l q, + (kL)'j3.

DLscusssion of Results

The component Rill is negligble for a single vibrator shorter than

3ahd also if the height of its suspension significantly exceeds X
If the length of the vibrator is much greater than the wavelength in

the ground, then, assuming that L>>b, and by using the approximation

Ei(-x)=ln 1.78x, we findL 0[45X 4- 4h 4h
Ri 592-- q3 1 1 1,275 Ei A,4 s. 4") _ i 2, .- 2 1

(49)
For a thin vibrator ,whose height of the suspension and the diameter

(width) are much smaller than A3 , formula (50) can be simplified even
more:

R= 2Lq3 - (50)

The last cofactor in (50) is the linear impedance of successive

losses of the conductor of infinite length. Consequently, the compo-

nent Ri1 1 is mainly determined by the successive losses of the vibrator.

The cofactor q3 depeuds on the shape of the current distribution.

For a short vibrator with triangular distribution, q3 -1/3. For a
half-wave vibrator, q 3..

The component RIV for a single vibrator with 8>>c and h04:

Rv q( In51
no L d

and is known from the theory of grounding electrodes as the impedance

of spreading for a dipole made of uninsulated conductors placed on the

surface of the ground. With S>>E and k L .<1, this component does
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not depend on the frequency, and consequently, is a constant component

of losses.
Thus, all the components of the input impedance cf the vibrator are

found by a single method. In this case, in contrast to those known in

the literature, dupendences are obtained for all the components on the

height of the suspension, the width of the vibrator and its length which

Pi are also correct for the limiting values of these parameters.

The components RE and R1 for low-set antennas are generally smaller
than the others.

The component RII prevails when the length of the vibrator is
smaller than the length of the wave in the ground. If the length of
the vibrator is considerably greater than X3 then the component R

becomes dominant. The component Riv has a noticeable value where the
height of the suspension is commensurate with the width of the dipole
even above dry ground when c and 3 have one order. Generally, with
an increase in the height of the suspension, the constant component

diminishes considerably faster than the others.
The components RS, RI and RII depend on the width of the vibrator

as 41j (2L,,'d)-sin 2di2L, i.e., very weakly. The dependence of R 1

on the vibrator width has a completely different nature.

Calculations according to formula (49) show that the input impedance

of a fairly long vibrator drops as its width increases as if it

consisted of N mutually isolated vibrators. The number N is determined

by the number of half-waves in the ground which is laid along the
width in the middle of the vibrator arm.

The fact that parallel, low-set vibrators, separated by a half-

wave in the ground, can be considered isolated, is known. Such an

assertion is proved for vibrators which intersect at one point with
the help of formula (47) with Ntl.

In fact, for vibrators with length much greater than X3 , the

component RIII dominates. Then the dependence of the input impedance
on the distance between the ends of the dipoles, computed according to

formula (47) with h<<x has theappearance shown in fig. 2.

It is apparent in fig. 2 that the vibrators can be considered

completely isolated, Then D/xl >3. In this case, the input imoedance

of the system Rem N is N times smaller than the impedance of a single
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vibrator Rex

Figure 2.

If the distance between the ends of the vibrators equals the length

of the wave in the ground, then the input impedance of the system

roughly equals

The presence of a second term in the parentheses is explained by

the coupling impedance. For the case of two intersecting vibrators,

whose ends are separated by X8 , the coupling impedance increases the

input impedance by 20% as compared to the case of complete isrnlation.

With an increase in the number of vibrators, the coupling impedance

increases somewhat, and as a result, the input impedance of the array

made of a large number of vibrators whose ends are separated by Xa
is roughly equal to R~x~ ý1. R IN.

The condition D>~1, can be considered a criterion for designing the

array made of intersecting low-set vibrators above semiconducting ground.

Examoles

We will take as the first example the dependence already examined

in [4] and [6] of the input impedance of a single half-wave vibratorI on the height of the suspension with ý=5 m.
In figure 3, curves 1 and 2 show the calaculated dependences which
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were taken from [4). Curve I is cnlculated by the method of directed

emf for ground with c- 1 0 , uc10" 2 mho/m. Curve 2 was computed by the

Hansen-Bekerly method [6) for ground with c- 7 , a-2.8 x 10 2 mho/m, but

without consideration for the RM and RIV components. Curve 3 was

t O~nA

L'' ... -... ;... T ,T-. -
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.i j 4
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Figure 4.

icomputed with the help of formula (2_8), (31), (38), (47) and (48) for
ground with c=10 and a=10- 2 mho/m. The shortening was determined by
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Figure 5.

the technique presented in (2]. The dotted line shows the calculated
curve obtained on the assumption that n=1.

Comparison shows that with h>0, iX, the course of all the curves
is roughly the same, and curves 1 and 3 almost coincide. However,
with low heights of the suspension, the curves significantly differ,
and calculation !iy the formulas presented here yields finite values of
the input impedance. This really occurs in practice.

We will examine as a second example the dependence on the frequency

of the input impedance of a three-beam antenna (N=3) located on
the surface of the ground with e=5, o=10-4. The calculation was made
according to the five formulas indicated above for the case h=0. The
length of the vibrator arm L=4.2 m, diameter of the conductor d-10 mm.
Shortening was assumed to be equal to n=rIj I. The aperture angle

between the extreme beams is 2s.=60.

In figure 4, the solid line shows the calculated dependence of

"the input impedance on the frequency in the range 2-12 MHz. The
points on fig. 4 show the values of the input impedance measured in
the summer. The prototype was made from RK-3 cable placed on the
surface of the ground (dry sand) and slightly sprinkled with sandA

from above.
As the last example we will examine the dependence o6 the input

impedance of a two-beam antenna on the angle between the vibrators fl.

The calculation was made for the system made of two vibrators 2L=

2 x 150 m long placed at a height of 10 mm above the ground with
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frequency of 360 kHz.

Shortening according to the experimental data was assumed to be

equal to n=1. 3 7. The calculation results are shown in fig. 5. Curve

1 was obtained for ground E= 7 , o=10 -3moh/m, curve 2 for ground c=10,

o=10-3 moh/m.

The points show the measured values. The vibrators were made of

BPVL conductor 2.5 mm2 , freely placed on the surface of the ground.
The measurements were made in winter.

We note that the dependence R x=j(ýi) can be used to measure the

conductance of the ground in the medium wavelength region.

Conclusions
Hi The Hansen-Bekerly method makes it possible to obtain all components

of the input impedance of low-set vibrators without exception. In

contrast to rthers, this method yields a final result which agrees

with the ey eriment even for heights of the suspension close to zero.

Mutual impedance between the intersecting low-set dipoles is low

if the distance between their ends exceeds the wavelength in the ground.
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